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introduction from the Co-Chars
ThEs report. and the I From the colonial era through today, America has prided itself on its democratic ideals.
work of the commissLon Popular sovereignty—the essential right to choose one’s own leaders through the ballot
in orecarno it, offers box—is central to this identity. The nation has greatly expanded the franchise over
a thorouch revLew of the years through a series of historical movements—often difficult and even violent.

Pennsylvania has played an outsize role in that steady march of history, from Quakerthe cybersecurity of
meeting houses; to the Continental Congresses and the Constitutional Convention; toPeansyvar:a S SicO. Cfl the Women’s Suffrage, Labor, and Civil Rights movements.anchitectjre and the

char[enges we must In recent years, however, debates over the nation’s elections have been less about
take on to i—iprove the expansion of the franchise than about our capacity to conduct the vote fairly,

efficiently, and securely. This should trouble all Americans. The health and success of
our democracy depend in large measure on broad public trust in the execution of our
representative form of government. Indeed, it is far easier to lose faith in the results
of elections than it is to earn it.

Interference by foreign actors threatens this faith. There is a growing understanding
that foreign prDpaganda and disinformation via social media by nation-state actors
have introduced another type of threat to the credibility of our elections and, indeed,
to our national discourse. No one should doubt these well-documented attempts
at interference.

Although there have been dramatic improvements in American election security since
2016, more must be done—at the local, state, and federal levels.

We have little doubt that foreign adversaries will increase their efforts in the lead-up to
the presidential election in 2020. The persistence and sophistication of these actors areonly increasing.

Pennsylvanians in particular should be concerned about election security. Our state is
one of the most vulnerable to election manipulation, in large part because of reliance
on older electronic voting systems. As recently as the 2018 election, an estimated
83 percent of Pennsylvanians were voting on machines that offer no auditable paper
record. This could thwart Pennsylvania’s counties from detecting a successful hack, oreven benign error, and it prevents counties from recovering in the instance of an attack.

Of course, it is not just the voting machines and closely linked election management
systems that are at risk. There are multiple threat vectors throughout our election architecture, including in our voter registration system, tallying methods, and election-nightreporting. The architecture is complex and was not built to withstand threats from
nation-states and other sophisticated attackers.

Private election vendors play an outsize role in many Pennsylvania counties’ election
efforts. For many, unfortunately, we fear that security is far from a top priority.

And, as we are learning every day, even successful defense against attacks on the
outcome of the vote may not be enough to protect Americans’ faith in our elections.
Any number of attacks could create chaos or confusion among poll workers and voters,
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leading to a damaging loss of faith in election results, even where those results are notmaliciously altered. A nation-state rival does not need to alter actual votes if Americansdo not trust the vote tally.

The litany of threats is long—and exacerbated by a lack of funding and training for
election officials, who are suddenly expected to be front-line cyber warriors defending
our democracy against sophisticated nation-state actors.

However, we are heartened by an overwhelming consensus of experts about the way
forward. From the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine and
the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee to hundreds of cybersecurity experts, the
key remedies are clear: Use voting systems with voter-marked paper ballots; improvecybersecurity of election management and voter registration systems; conduct
robust post-election audits; and have good contingency planning in place. These] recommendations, and more, are detailed in the pages that fallow.

The Governor’s and Department of State’s efforts to require counties to have voting
systems with voter-verifiable paper records by the end of 2Q19 should reassure all
Pennsylvanians. We urge the General Assembly to work closely with counties to fund
these critical replacements. We must support our local election officials and the
critical efforts by the Department of State to improve the Commonwealth’s entire
election architecture.

We must not pretend that the existing election architecture from an era of flip phones issufficient to withstand a determined foreign adversary. Improving it will require politicalwill, including funding. And it will require that the Commonwealth and counties be
prepared to administer an election even in the face of a cyberattack.

This is not a partisan issue. And there is no question that Pennsylvania can—and must—
secure its elections for our citizens.

This report, and the work of the commission in preparing it, offers a thorough review ofthe cybersecurity of Pennsylvania’s election architecture and the challenges we must
take on to improve it. We must be better prepared to manage the kinds of cyber threatsthat have targeted us in the past—and anticipate the threats of the future.

We are confident that this report offers evidence-based, actionable recommendations
to secure Pennsylvania’s elections. We hope that it might also serve as a model for
other states in their own important efforts.

We, as Americans, must address our election security with the urgency the threat
deserves.

David J. Hickton Paul J. McNulty
Founding Director, President,
University of Pittsburgh Institute Grove City College
for Cyber Law, Policy, and Security
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

These threats strike at ELECTION INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY IS
the hean of democracy UNDER THREAT—AND PENNSYLVANIA IS NO EXCEPTION.
in Pennsylvania and

. .In fact, Pennsylvania s elections are worryingly susceptible to hacking for twothroughout the United primary reasons. First, the Commonwealth is a regular battleground stale, with lightStates. Secunng our presidential election results, Close congressional elections, and myriad other hotlyelections is rot a contested races, making it an appealing target for those wishing to wreak havoc on
partisan issue—and the United States and its democracy.
Pennsylvanians of every

-, Second, the bulk of Pennsylvania’s voting machines are vulnerable to hacking andpoli:cal peua:on
manipulation, something that computer scientists have demonstrated for severalshou.d erno’ace tne years.’ This vulnerability stems from many counties’ use of insecure electronic votingsolutions that the corn- systems that are susceptible to manipulation and offer no paper record—and there-mission recommends. fore no way of verifying the tabulation of votes when the veracity of election results
is questioned.

Given the clear and present danger that these paperless machines pose, replacing
the systems with those that employ voter-marked paper ballots should be the most
pressing priority for Pennsylvania officials to secure the Commonwealth’s elections.

Yet because even the most secure voting machines are still at some risk for hacking,
replacing the vulnerable paperless voting systems would be insulficient if not coupled
with robust, post-election audits. Such audits, if conducted properly after every
election, can ensure that officials are able to detect machine tabulation errors that
might affect the outcomes of elections. Pennsylvania’s Election Code does require
some post-election tabulation auditing (a flat-rate audit): however, only counties that
use paper ballots can meaningfully comply with the Election Code’s requirements.
Moreover, Pennsylvania officials should improve upon the Election Code by embracing
risk-limiting audits, which would offer a more effective and efficient method of verifying
election results.

Voter registration databases are also a target for cyberattack. According to federal
officials, Russian operatives targeted several states’ voter registration data
bases—including Pennsylvania’s—in the lead-up to the 2016 presidential election.
Pennsylvania’s voter registration system, which is into its second decade of service,
has several vulnerabilities that could expose the system to manipulation by hackers
seeking to delete, alter, or create registration records.

Fortunately, Pennsylvania officials are poised to embark upon the procurement
process to replace this system—a process that will present an opportunity to deploy
best practices in selecting and managing election vendors. These private companies
also service much of Pennsylvania’s election architecture beyond the voter registration
system and, if not managed properly, can introduce substantial vulnerabilities through
lax cybersecurity practices and opaque supply chains.

Any cyber defense would be incomplete without strong and extensive contingency
planning. Such measures—which run the gamut of having adequate backup paper
supplies for electronic pollbooks, ensuring poll workers are trained to handle contin
gencies, and preparing for natural disasters and attacks on the electric grid—ensure
that election systems can recover in the face of an attack or technological error.
Thus, proper contingency planning can provide a measure of resilience, something
that Pennsylvania could improve, particularly while many counties continue to use
vulnerable paperless voting systems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

These threats strike at the heart of democracy in Pennsylvania and throughout the
United States. Securing our elections is not a partisan issue—and Pennsylvanians
of every political persuasion should embrace the solutions that the commission
recommends.

It is impossible to eliminate completely the risk of cyberattack on Pennsylvania’s
election architecture. However, trust in the integrity of our elections hangs in the
balance; Pennsylvania officials must work to both reduce the potential for attacks and
mitigate the impact in the event of an attack or other technological event. Citizens’
faith in democracy demands nothing less.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1: Counties using direct recording electronic (ORE) systems should replace them withReplace Vulnerable systems using voter-marked paper ballots (either by hand or by machine) before
Voting Machines with 2020 and preferably for the November 2019 election, as directed by the PennsylvaniaSystems Using Voter- Department of State.
Marked Paper Ballots.

The Department of State should decertify ORE voting systems following December 31,
2019, if not sooner,

The Department of State should not certify and counties should not procure DRE
machines—not even with voter-verifiable paper audit trails—but instead systems that
tabulate voter-marked paper ballots, which are retained for recounts and audits.

Recommendation 2: Pennsylvanians, including public officials, must recognize that election securityThe Pennsylvania infrastructure requires regular investments and upgrades. Our elections—andGeneral Assembly Pennsylvanians’ faith in them—are not free.
and the Federal
Government Should The General Assembly should appropriate funding to help cover the cost of counties’
Help Counties purchase of voting systems that incorporate voter-marked paper ballots (marked either
Purchase Secure by hand or by ballot-marking device) and other needed improvements to Pennsylvania’s
Voting Systems. election security.

The U.S. Congress should provide additional appropriations for states, like
Pennsylvania, which need to replace significant numbers of OREs without voter-
verifiable paper audit trails.

Pennsylvanians should support federal legislation that includes assistance for states
to replace aging voting systems.

The Governor, General Assembly, and counties should explore creative financing
mechanisms (such as a bond issuance) to assist counties with procuring more secure
electronic voting systems with voter-marked paper records.

The General Assembly should also consider creating a fund for regular future appropri
ations as upgrades in security and accessibility technologies merit.

Review and, where not already in place, implement cybersecurity best practices across
Pennsylvania’s election architecture.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recommendation 3: Ensure that vote-tallying systems: (1) are single-use systems; (2) are air-gapped; and (3)Implement Cyber- follow the one-way, one-use removable media rule. Have redundancies in reporting tallies.security Best

Practices throughout Require counties to compare and reconcile precinct totals with countywide results to
Pennsylvania’s ensure that vote totals add up correctly.
Election Architecture.

The State and counties should be conscIous of supply chaIn vulnerabilities. Any con
tractors or vendors should be assessed for security risks. Security considerations should
be a key selection factor—not reviewed after a procurement decision has been reached.

Implement multifactor authentication before implementing changes to a registration record
in SURE.

Add an additional layer of encryption to SURE system data.

Send paper notifications to registered voters after online changes to records.

Require mandatory pre-election testing of e-pollbooks across Pennsylvania (where
e-pollbooks are used) to ensure e-pollbooks are in good and proper working order
before Election Day.

Recommendation 4: The Commonwealth should continue to conduct cybersecurity training for stateProvide Cybersecurity personnel. In addition, the Department of State should continue to work toward rollingAwareness Training out, in consultation with counties, cybersecurity training for local election officials
for State and Local throughout Pennsylvania.
Election Officials.

Local officials should support Commonwealth efforts to roll out cybersecurity training
and creatively look to leverage existing resources to ensure personnel are adequately
prepared to lace today’s cybersecurity threats.

The Department of State should encourage local election officials to take advantage of
federal cybersecurity training resources, such as the Department of Homeland Security’s
free, online, on-demand cybersecurity training system for governmental personnel and
the inter-agency National Institute for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies.

Recommendation 5: The Pennsylvania Department of State should continue to conduct, and all ofConduct Cybersecurity Pennsylvania’s counties should conduct, comprehensive cybersecurity assessments.Assessments at the Election officials should also conduct regular process audits across the electionState and County ecosystem.
Levels.

Local officials should not only support but also work closely with Commonwealth officials
in connection with cybersecurity assessments.

Election officials should avail themselves of the no-cost cybersecurity assessment
resources offered by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Pennsylvanians should support federal legislation that strengthens and supports federal
cybersecurity resources and provides training and assessment assistance to state and
local election officials.

The General Assembly should provide funding support to counties to implement
regular, periodic cybersecurity assessments and audits, especially relating to
election infrastructure.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recommendation 6:
Follow Vendor Selection
Best Practices in
SURE Replacement
Procurement and
Leverage Auditor
General’s Findings.

Recommendation 7:
Employ Risk-Limiting
Audits

RecommendationS:
Implement Best
Practices throughout
Pennsylvania’s Cyber
Incident Response
Planning.

Recommendation 9:
Revise the Election Code
to Address Suspension
or Extension of Elections
Due to an Emergency.

Recommendation 10:
Bolster Measures
Designed to Address
Voting Equipment—
Related Issues So
Voting Can Continue
Even in the Event of
Equipment Failure.

In connection with the upcoming procurement process to replace SURE, the
Department of State should heed Vendor selection best practices applicable to election
infrastructure.

Beyond the SURE procurement process, the Stale and counties should be conscious
of supply chain vulnerabilities.

The Department of State should work closely with the Auditor General’s office in con
nection with that office’s audit of Pennsylvania’s voter registration system. Any relevant
audit findings should be taken into account in the upcoming procurement process.

Pennsylvania should employ transparent risk-limiting audits after each election.

The Department of State, in partnership with select counties, should pilot risk-limiting
audits. The General Assembly should then pass legislation to make this a statewide
requirement.

Review and, where not already in place, incorporate cybersecurity best practices into
Pennsylvania’s cyber incident response plans.

All Pennsylvania counties should join the El-ISAC (Elections Infrastructure-Information
Sharing and Analysis Center).

The Pennsylvania Auditor General’s audit and the Commonwealth’s Inter-Agency
Election Preparedness and Security Workgroup should examine cyber incident
response plans.

The General Assembly should provide funding support to counties to bolster elec
tion-related contingency planning measures as part of a broader appropriation to
support improvements to election security across the Commonwealth,

The Election Code should provide clear authority for the suspension or extension of
elections due to a wide-scale cyber-related attack, natural disaster, or other emergency
that disrupts voting. The Election Code should include straightforward procedures
governing the declaration of an emergency and the suspension or extension of voting.

Ensure that emergency paper ballots sufficient for two to three hours of peak voting are
available in every polling place using DRE machines.

Update poll worker training to address procedures for voting equipment failures.

Ensure that procedures are in place to ensure that voters with disabilities will be able to
vote in the event of accessible voting equipment failures.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

are available in every polling place using e-pollbooks.
Designed to Address

Update poll worker training to address procedures for e-pollbook failures.

Counties using e-pollbooks should review and, where appropriate, implement cyberse
curity best practices for e-pollbooks.Event of Equipment

Failure.

TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL
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VOTING ANO ELECTION MANAGEuENT SYSTEtS

Overview
It is imperative that Both the insecurity of Pennsylvania’s existing paperless voting systems and the
officials take steps lack of auditability make replacing these machines an urgently and immediately
to address these necessary step to secure Pennsylvania’s elections. Officials can and should replace
vulnerabilities before Pennsylvania’s paperless voting machines (DRE5), which do not have voter-marked

paper ballots. The Department of State has taken mportant steps toward ths end bythe 2020 election,
requiring that counties have voter-verifiable paper-record voting systems selected by
the end of 2019. Pennsylvania must ensure its new voting systems meet current best
practices and can be put in use without an undue financial burden on counties.

Separate from—but inextricably linked to—voting machines, multiple back-end
voting-related functions are also at risk of cyberattack on their specialized election
management software.’ This is true in Pennsylvania, as it is throughout the United
States, with varying levels of vulnerabilities. As a U.S. Senale Intelligence Committeeinterim report noted, s... potentially vulnerable systems include some of the care
components of U.S. election infrastructure, including systems affiliated with.. .vote
casting, vote tallying, and unofficial election-night reporting to the general public and
the media.”3 These functions (e.g., ballot building, tallying, and reporting) are diverse
and vary within Pennsylvania at the county level, both in function and in level of risk.

Security experts agree that voter-marked paper ballots (either by hand or machine)
are a necessary component of secure voting machines. Ensuring that voting systems
provide a paper record that the voter reviews (a software-independent record’)

an important security redundancy that should act as a deterrent to cyber
attacks and should provide voters with more confidence that their votes have been
counted accurately.”4 The presence of paper ballots does not prevent errors or attacks.
Indeed, similar vulnerabilities exist in systems that include voter-marked paper ballots.
However, a paper record allows jurisdictions to detect any problems with the tabulation
software and recover from it.

A transition to voting machines with voter-marked paper ballots (by hand or device)
and implementation of cybersecurity best practices to shore up the security of election
management systems (and other elements of the election architecture) should reduce
the likelihood of successful cyberattacks. When coupled with robust post-election
audits (described elsewhere in this report), these efforts can mitigate the conse
quences of attacks by ensuring detection and making it possible to recover from any
attacks or errors.

Although there is no publicly available evidence to support the conclusion that recent
election results (in Pennsylvania or elsewhere) were compromised, the risk nonetheless
remains, and it is imperative that officials take steps to address these vulnerabilities
before the 2020 election.

THE BLUE RIBBON coMMissioN ON PENNSYLVANIA’S ELECTION SECURITY STUOY ANO RECO’.IMNDATIcNS 13



VOTING AND ELECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

PENNSYLVANIA’S VOTING SYSTEMS AND THEIR VULNERABILITIES

During the 2016 presidential and the 2018 midterm elections, more than 80 percent of
Commonwealth Voters were registered to Vote in precincts using Voting systems known
as OREs without VVPAT” (direct-recording electronic systems without a Voter-Verifi
able paper audit trail).5 Unfortunately, however, computer scientists and cybersecurity
experts, as well as most election administration officials, agree that these are the
country’s most insecure voting systems. There is a remarkable consensus of experts
regarding the insecurity of these machines.t The ORE systems used in Pennsylvania
and elsewhere have widely known exploitable vulnerabilities.’

As of November 2018, only thirteen of sixty-seven counties in Pennsylvania used
optical scan systems as primary polling place equipment, which security experts
recommend as best practice in combination with meaningful audits. These counties
were Adams, Centre, Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon. Indiana, Juniata, Lackawanna,
Mifflin, Montour, Snyder, Susquehanna, and Wayne counties.

So,rce Va,. ‘.ctn; Ire ye,, er—PG:cg F:ae Equ:r’,nt in Per.r.sytvan.a —Navemtr 2015

HOW ARE PENNSYLVANIA’S DRE VOTING SYSTEMS VULNERABLE?

There have been several high-profile examples of researchers hacking voting machines
like those in use in Pennsylvania. In 2007, a Princeton University computer scientist,
Andrew Appel, bought a used Sequoia AVC Advantage voting machine. Appal’s
then-graduate student, J. Alex Halderman, was quickly able to gain access to the
machine’s memory and software, altering them in such a way that made modification
of vote counts easy and detection difficult? More than a decade later, 574 precincts in
Pennsylvania in Montgomery and Northampton counties still use that model.’° In 2017,
at DEF CON’s Voting Village, attendees hacked the 25 pieces of election equipment
available within three days. including voting machines in use in Pennsylvania (such as
the ES&S iVotronic, the AVC Edge, and the Accuvote TSx), albeit under circumstances
markedly different from those in polling places.” During the 2018 DEF CON Voting
Village, attendees again exposed weaknesses in the latter two machines.”

POLLING PLACE EQUIPMENT IN PENNSYLVANIA
NOVEMBER 2018

(1/”
Pope’ Bat at M,xej Paoe Bact and OREs vithcut VVPAT

OREs without VVPAT
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The lack of voter-marked paper ballots (either by hand or machine) retained for
recounts or audits in the majority of Pennsylvania’s Voting machines is perhaps most
potentially damaging to the legitimacy—and faith therein—of Pennsylvani&s vote. If
the records are corrupted, whether intentionally by malicious attack or from benign
malfunction, there might be no way to know.

The lack of a paper trail prevents Pennsylvania’s counties from having the usual means
for detecting any hacking or error, then recovering from such an event. In the event of
a suspected attack, without a paper record, counties would be unable to verify that
voting records on machines were accurate. And if a county cannot credibly prove that
the outcome of its vote is accurate.’3 the assertion of a successful hack could be just
as damaging as a successful hack. An attack would not have to change the outcome
of a vote to impact the public’s faith in the reported outcome of the vote.

Nor could officials conduct an effective recount. Meaningful recounts even in the
absence of a suspected attack are nearly impossible without a contemporaneous

paper record of votes. Thus. Pennsylvania would be unable to under
take robust, manual recounts, which voters have come to expect in
races with razor-thin margins of victory.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Secretary testified before
the U.S. Senate Select Intelligence Committee that the inability to
audit election results in states such as Pennsylvania poses a threat
to national security.’4

Testifying before Congress, University of Pennsylvania computer
scientist Matt Blaze outlined the cybersecurity risks on existing DRE
voting systems used in Pennsylvania and elsewhere:

“DRE-based systems introduce several avenues for attack that
are generally not present (or as security-critical) in other voting
technologies. Successful exploitation of any one of these attack
vectors can compromise elections in ways from which it may not
be possible to recover:

• Alteration or deletion of vote tallies stored in internal memory
or removable media,

• Alteration or deletion of ballot definition parameters displayed
to voters,

• Alteration or deletion of electronic log files used for post
election audits and detecting unauthorized tampering.”

He went on to note that “Whese attacks might be carried out in any of several ways,
each of which must be reliably defended against by the DRE hardware and software:

• Direct tampering with data files stored on memory cards or accessible through
external interface ports,

• Unauthorized replacement of the certified software running on the machine with
a maliciously altered version,

• Exploitation of a pre-existing vulnerability in the certified software.””
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Threat Scenario

A nation-state adversary could
pwsue an aggressive disinformaon
campagn across social media,
falsely claiming to the public that
vulnerable nachrie were hacked.
The ad’ersarj could point to several
patents] vjherabilities.

Because Pennsylvania’s paperless
DRE systems do not have a paper
trail, officials would be Unable to
condjct the kind of post-election
audit or recount that could assuage
the public that results should be
trusted. As a result, officials mght
tack the necessary means to rebut
the dishomiabon campaign.
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To summarize, there are multiple available methods of attack on
Pennsylvania’s most common types of voting systems—and, if well
executed, attacks would not leave forensic trails behind. Many of
the vulnerabilities stem from the closely connected election manage
ment systems.

PENNSYLVANIA’S ELECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND THEIR VULNERABILITIES

Election management systems are inextricably linked to the equipment
on which Pennsylvanians cast their votes. Like those voting machines.
multiple back-end voting-related functions are at risk of cyberattack on
their specialized election management software. Ballot building, vote
tallying, and election-night reporting are among the principal back-end
activities—all of which present cyber-related risks to Pennsylvania’s
election security.

Functions of Pennsylvania’s election management systems are diverse
and vary within Pennsylvania at the county level, including in terms
of connectedness to the Internet. Although there are components at
both slate and local levels that play a key role in the broader election
system architecture, counties are the key players for these critical

election management systems. For example, the Department of Slate does not have
responsibility for ballot building. nor does its election-night reporting system connect
with county election management systems. County-level systems handle the primary
back-end activities for which election officials are responsible, making securing these
systems all the more complex.

Ballot Building and Vulnerabilities

Officials must program all electronic voting systems—including both ORE and optical
scan systems—before any election. For electronic voting machines like DREs, the
input is a ballot definition file and, for some machines, an activation key that must be
loaded onto the machines.’ Even for optical scan machines, officials must program the
machines before voting via election preparation and ballot tabulation software.’7

Take, for example, the ES&S iVotronic DRE machine—a common DRE machine that
26 Pennsylvania counties use.ia

____

/

Source ES&S

Combine the paence and
resourcefulness of a nation-state
adversary with the unacceptably
poor state o sec.r4y engnee’.ng in
our voting systems, and especai’y
if we consider the possibility of
insider threats, then yes, it’s entirely
reasonable to consrier attacks
aganst our voting systems to be
within the feasible scope of our
adversaries’ capabilities. The best
rpt:galons we have for systems thai
v.’e use today are c”y ‘eas:ble where
we have paper ballots.”

Dr Dan S Wallx , ofeasar Derartment of
Ccmpte; S:,en:e Ace Schaar Eakef nst.Oute tar
PctI’: P3i. Pize university Hocatnn Tesos

Thofimony Before the House committee on space,
Science and Technoiogy hearing t,tIed Protacting
the 206 Elacf’zns from cybee aqd Vut’nc Mozt’.ne
Attacks Sepiomber 13 2016
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Threat Scenario

An insider—such as a county election
offlciai or seasonal worker—could
use his or her access to voting
eq.ipment to introduce naIiciousty
or inadvertenfly) compromised
software into machines.

Such persomel often have sub
stantial access to voting equipment,
palicularFj on Section Day. By
physically inserting a compromised
PEB (or similar external media for
machines that do not use a PBS) into
machines, the insider could load
mailcious code or manipulated soft
ware onto the machines to change
the taffy of votes.

Without a paper trail to audit after
the electicn, officials would have
tile chance of detecting ti

insider attack.

VOTING AND ELECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Prior to voting, election officials load ballot data for each precinct via the Unity soft
ware onto a device called a Personal Electronic Ballot (PEB) to be used at the polling
place. The PEB is a small, cartridge-like device (not much larger than a pack of
cigarettes, containing a battery, a microcontrollery, and non-volatile memory”).” Once
a voter’s eligibility to vote has been verified, a poll worker then uses the PEB to enable
that person to vote. The PEB communicates with the DRE via infrared communications,
enabling the voter to proceed with voting on the DRE.2°

Carnegie Mellon University researchers identified three potential attack scenarios
targeting PEBs in Allegheny County, which uses the common ES&S iVotronic DRE:
(1) attacking PEBs in the Election Division before PEBs are delivered to polling places

by gaining access to the PEB writer and modifying PEBs, (2) attacking
DREs via compromised PEGs in a polling place, and (3) compromising
the Unity software via a malicious PEB.2’

There are similar ballot-building software vulnerabilities in other models
of paperless OREs in use in Pennsylvania, including the AccuVote TSx,
which 16 Pennsylvania counties used in November 2018.”

Tallying and Election-Night Reporting—and Vulnerabilities

The back-end functions of tallying and election-night reporting are
closely connected—and both are vulnerable to cyberattack.

Tallying” is the aggregation of individual votes for purposes of deter
mining totals and results. Tallying of votes in Pennsylvania can begin at
the polling place, the precinct level, or even the county level. Like many
election-related activities, there is much variance in practice across
Pennsylvania. The level of network connectedness of the relevant
components used in tallying also varies.

Election-night reporting is the publication of tallying results to the
public, which involves reporting unofficial results. Election-night
reporting is connected closely to the tallying function and is typically
achieved through posting results on the Internet.? For official results,
county officials must comply with the Election Code’s requirements for
the tabulation and certification of results, which counties must provide
to the Department of Staten

In Allegheny County, for example, once a polling place is closed, poll
workers close the machines and tabulate the precinct result. Allegheny
County (and twenty-five others in Pennsylvania) used in November

2018 the paperless ES&S iVotronic DRE machines, which require a poll worker to close
the machines with the PEG. After precinct results are printed, workers gather flash
cards with summary results data from each machine, along with absentee, provisional,
and emergency ballots, and then physically transport these materials from individual
precincts to regional centers. Software then reads the results, which Allegheny County
personnel send to the County Tabulation Center by modem landline, The software
at each regional center analyzes the PEBs to obtain the official tabulation of votes,
supplemented by analysis of the fiash cards, if necessary.s After this process, elec
tion-night reporting occurs when the unofficial results are posted to a public-facing
web portal.”

The Commonwealth also publishes unofficial results on a public-facing website, with
data derived from county reporting of results.”
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There are multiple potential points of exposure during tallying and election-night
reporting. The primary concern is an attack that could compromise the integrity or
the availability of the tabulation of votes.

There are multiple The vulnerabilities associated with ballot building described above, of course, relate to
potential points of tallying and reporting and could lead to a compromise of vote aggregation and what
exposure during tallying is reported to the public. In particular, those vulnerabilities could allow an attacker
and e’ecnon-nght to infiltrate DRE machines (for example, through compromised ballot definition files)
renrrna and take action to manipulate the count of votes. The software that analyzes PEBs

—. to tabulate votes in the common ES&S iVotronic DRE machines, for instance, also
presents a potential vulnerability, with implications for tallying and reporting. Such an
attack, undermining either the vote count or the reporting of the count to the public,
could pose a threat to faith in elections and democracy.

Additional tallying-related risks stem from the transmission of tallying data to central
ized locations through either removable media or even direct connections (such as
phone calls, modem landlines, local network connections, and the like).2 Attackers
could expose removable media (such as flash drives, memory cartridges, and PEB5)
to maiware or otherwise compromise them through prior use or in the supply chain.
Where data transmissions are made via network, configuration errors in network
connections (e.g., modems) can expose the process to “man-in-the-middle attack
vulnerabilities.20 Such an attack would allow the attacker to “listen’ in on transmis
sions, intercept data that is specifically targeted as valuable, and capture the data.
Sometimes this data can be modified in the process of transmission to try to trick the
end user to divulge sensitive information, such as log-in credentials.’

In a 2016 report on election security in the states, the Center for American Progress
rated Pennsylvania’s ballot accounting and reconciliation procedures as “unsatisfac
tory,”” The report identified a specific tallying vulnerability: “Counties are not explicitly
required to compare and reconcile precinct totals with countywide results to ensure
that they add up to the correct amount.’9’ Although county officials are not ‘explicitly
required” to compare countywide results to precinct-level results on election night or
during the official canvass, according to the Department of State, the official canvass
is conducted in such a way that countywide results cannot be ascertained inde
pendently of precinct-level results. In order to mitigate the possibility of discrepancies
in reporting between countywide totals and precinct totals, the Department of State
provides counties with a reconciliation tool that displays the countywide totals reported
compared to the aggregate of the precinct totals and flags any discrepancies21
Nonetheless, it would be useful to memorialize a county requirement to compare
countywide and precinct-level results, and to account for each memory card contain
ing votes and confirm that all votes were aggregated in the total, which the commission
encourages either through the Pennsylvania Department of State’s “Post-Election
General Reconciliation Checklist’ or some other mechanism. Such a measure would
give election officials and the public additional confidence that results are correct.

Election-night reporting itself also faces threats, largely stemming from the transmis
sion of results to public-facing websites. As with tallying. ‘man-in-the-middle” attacks
are a key threat to election-night reporting, with hackers potentially manipulating
results during transmission. A potential distributed denial of service (DD0S) attack on
public-facing websites is another key threat, which could cripple such websites and
make election-night reporting unavailable. Website spoofing, whereby an attacker
redirects the public to a spoofed website controlled by the attacker (likely part of a
disinformation campaign), is yet another relevant threat? In practice in Pennsylvania,
most counties transmit unofficial election-night returns through the Department of
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State’s Election-Night Returns application. Counties must transmit those returns
using a county computer that is not connected directly to any of the components of
the voting system, including the computer on which the election management system
resides. A smaller set of counties report unofficial election-night returns via fax, or the
Department of State manually scrapes the returns from the county’s website.

The possibility of compromise of vote tallying systems and the corresponding risks
to election-night reporting highlight why electronic voting systems that incorporate
Voter-marked paper ballots that are retained for recounts and audits, as well as imple
mentation of risk-limiting tabulation audits and audits of other key election processes,
are so critical to securing elections.

Vendors and Supply Chains—and Vulnerabilities

Vendors play a major role in administering elections in Pennsylvania. According to the
Joint State Government Commission’s report on Voting Technology in Pennsylvania,
more than 75 percent of Pennsylvania counties use vendors to perform some election-
related work)’ This figure, although striking, does not fully capture the reach of vendors
because the figure does not take into account universal county use of vendor equip
ment, such as voting machines and e-pollbooks.

PERCENT OF Maintenance
COUNTIES USING

72%OUTSIDE VENDORS
FOR ELECTION
FUNCTIONS 52%

Ballot Definition and Seluo

40%
Logic and Accuracy Testing

27%

Data Inca JoJnt State Government coamasron
Rpoit cl Ire A:scr, Gn.tm;nee en Vzta TecnnnIny hi Pelnsy:var;a—as at Cecemter 2017
tflISWhc?1ifl’22J2ii ELBLIW=463

Vendor involvement in facets of county election management systems provides
adversaries with an appealing attack vector. In fact, the Special Counsel’s indictment ot
Russian operatives included allegations that they hacked a U.S. election vendor.’5

As an illustrative example, attackers could target vendors that provide ballot definition
and setup services to counties. In such an attack, if a nefarious attacker were to gain
access to the original ballot definition file, voting machines could be susceptible to
a wide range of attacks that could disrupt voting, alter outcomes, and more.” The
attacker could accomplish this by gaining access to vendor systems—something
that, according to Professor J. Alex Halderman’s presentation to the commission, an
attacker could accomplish through a spear-phishing campaign. Such a campaign could
entail mining data about vendor personnel and email addresses from vendor websites,
then using that data to craft spear-phishing emails that would allow an attacker to gain
system access if recipients were to open an attachment or click an embedded link, for
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instance. With access, an attacker could install malicious code on that
software, which the vendor would eventually install on voting machines
when providing ballot definition and setup services.

Vendor supply chains present another potential vulnerability. Whether
sourcing parts and equipment from downstream vendors or manufac
turing materials in-house, vendor supply chains are often quite opaque
to election officials. And, given the fiscal reality of county election
offices, election officials simply lack the means to meaningfully inspect
or assess vendor supply chains. Consequently, supply chains can
be a significant weakness in vendor cybersecurity, particularly where
vendors source parts or materials from abroad.

PENNSYLVANIA’S USE OF ORE MACHINES MAKES
IT A NATIONAL OUTLIER

Nationwide use of DRE machines has declined significantly since
2006. In 2016, nearly half of U.S. registered voters lived in jurisdictions
that used optical scan systems as their primary voting systems, and
more lived in jurisdictions using both optical scan and other systems,
according to The Pew Research Center, analyzing Verified Voting
data.4° Only Delaware, Louisiana, Georgia, New Jersey, and South
Carolina still use only DRE systems statewide as their primary voting
systems (and Delaware and Louisiana are in the process of replacing
those machines). Pennsylvania is one of nine states that use a combi
nation of paper ballots and electronic machines without a paper trail.

Pace Batiot
Au Vote By Mail
Mxed Paei Ballot and OREs
‘,v:V°AT

— V Paç r’ Baco ad
‘,•,ir; and nc WPAT
Mixod Page Ba!!oI ard ORES
wtnouI WPAT

OREs witni and Vnt1OLtWPAT

Source, Verif;ed Voting, The Veritie;—PoIl:ng Place Equrpment- -tlc’jnttr 11 JR - -.‘ld-NrT -‘l’ivtiljJ cSNP!lfr

Several states, including California, Ohio, New Mexico, and Virginia, have decertified
voting machines that are still in use in multiple counties in Pennsylvania. As just
one example, as of November 2016, more than 54 percent of Pennsylvania voters
were voting on systems (as their primary voting method decertified in Virginia for
security reasons.

Threat Scenario

UsThg pitöcly available information
about w- ,-ch vendors provide election
services in Pennsylvania counties.
hackeit could mine Unkedin, venda
websites, and other puolic resources
for information about vendor
employees and their email addresses.
Using that information, hackers could
tboi send spear-phishing eni&s
vendor employees.

Once the hackers gained access to
vendor systems through a successful
spear-pfishing attack, the hackers
could use that infiltration to manipu
late the software that a vendor would
install on county voting machines in
connection with baliot prcgramming.
Such compromised software could
enable The hackers to aiter The vote
count, with little ähanceof detection
given the lack of a paper trail.
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PENNSYLVANIA’S VOTING SYSTEMS ARE INSECURE AND NEARINGTHE END OF THEIR LIFE CYCLES

The significant majority of voting systems used in the state today were
purchased more than a decade ago4’ Not only were these systems not
designed to withstand hacking, most are nearing the end of their usable
lives. In fact, according to the Brennan Center for Justice, in 2018,41
states were using systems that are at least a decade old, and officials
in 33 say they must replace their machines by 2020.”” With aging
machines, “essential parts like memory cards and touch screens fail,”
and these older “machines are more likely to use outdated software like
Windows 2000,” posing “serious security risks.’ Some officials have
even resorted to eBay to buy replacement parts for these old machines.”
The Presidential Commission on Election Administration called this state
of affairs an “impending crisis in voting technology.”°

Unsurprisingly, paperless ORE machine issues caused substantial delays
and disruptions to election administration during the 2018 midterm
elections, including failure of machines in Georgia, broken machines
in several Philadelphia precincts, calibration problems elsewhere in

Pennsylvania and in South Carolina, and vote-flipping issues in Texas.4’ In other words,
even without security flaws, most Pennsylvania counties would likely replace their voting
systems within the next few years due to age.

WHAT VOTING SYSTEMS SHOULD PENNSYLVANIA USE?
Recommendation 1: Counties using DREs should replace them with systems using voter-markedReplace Vulnerable paper ballots (either by hand or by machine) before 2020 and preferably for theVoting Machines with November 2019 election, as directed by the Pennsylvania Department of State.Systems Using Voter-
Marked Paper Ballots. The Department of State should decertify DRE voting systems following

December 31,2019, if not sooner.

Security experts widely consider best practice for voting systems to be paper ballots
either filled out by voters or marked with a ballot-marking device and then tabulated by

VOTING SYSTEMS DECERTIFIED IN VIRGINIA BUT STILL USED
IN PENNSYLVANIA

- Number of Registered
, Pennsylvania I Voters as of

Vendor Counties November 2016-—-- ..—C___—-__— •_- —— —
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THERE HAVE BEEN
21 IPHONE MODELS
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optical scanners)’ Optical scan systems provide the assurance of auditability arid, if
necessary, the means to conduct a recount.4’

Illustrating this consensus view, a recent report on election security from the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine observed that “[e]lectronic voting
systems that do not produce a human-readable paper ballot of record raise security
and verifiability concerns.” The report recommended that paper ballots “be marked
by hand or by machine (using a ballot-marking device) ... [and] counted by hand or by
machine (using an optical scanner).”5° Similarly, Rice University Professor Dan Wallach

testified before Congress that although “[o]ptical scan systems face
all the same electronic tampering threats from adversaries, ... these
threats can be mitigated by robust paper auditing procedures.””

Ensuring that voting systems provide a paper record that the Voter
reviews (a “software-independent record”) “provides an important
security redundancy that should act as a deterrent to cyberattacks and
should provide voters with more confidence that their votes have been
counted accurately.”5’ The presence of paper ballots does not prevent
errors or attacks. Indeed, similar vulnerabilities exist in systems that
include voter-marked paper ballots. However, paper records allow juris
dictions to detect any problems with tabulation software and recover.

In other words, a determined adversary can almost certainly hack
any technology. But optical scan systems provide the assurance of
auditability and, if necessary, the means to conduct a full recount.5’
As the Advisory Committee on Voting Technology to the Joint State
Government Commission found, “the national conversation surround
ing elections, especially regarding the possibility of voting machine
hacking, has made it clear to the Advisory Committee members that
implementing technology that reduces the possibility of hacking, and
that facilitates post-election audits and recounts, is the best means of
maintaining voter confidence.”54

Pennsylvania therefore took a significant step forward in improving its
election security when the Department of State directed on April 12,
2018, that all Pennsylvania counties have “voter-verifiable paper-
record voting systems selected no later than December31, 2019, and
preferably in place by the November 2019 general election.”’ Per an
earlier directive, any election systems purchased from February 9,
2018, onward must include a paper audit capacity. More recently,
in settling federal litigation stemming from presidential candidate Jill
Stein’s lawsuit challenging Pennsylvania’s recount procedures and use
of DRE voting systems, among other things, the Department of State
agreed to “continue to direct each county in Pennsylvania to implement
[paper-based] voting systems by the 2020 primaries, so that every
Pennsylvania voter in 2020 uses a voter-verifiable paper ballot.”5’ This
settlement reinforces the earlier directives and adds the backstop of
a federal court with jurisdiction to enforce the settlement agreement
if need be.

The Department of State should not certify and counties should not procure DRE
machines—not even with voter-verifiable paper audit trails—but instead systems that
tabulate voter-marked paper ballots, which are retained for recounts and audits.

Optical Scan Systems:
How Do They Work?

‘lOince the voter is autbantcated
and checked in, the voter is given
a paper oallot. (The ballot is simiiar
to the absentee bafot you would
receive in the mail if you needed to
vote absentee,) The ba!io: lis:s the
candidates and ba’lot questiors. and
beside each one is a small circle or
bubble. The voter is given a ballot and
a “privacy sleeve” (this is essentiarly a
folder to protect ballot secrecy after
the ballot is marked). The voter takes
the ballot to a table or desk that affords
a private place to mark the ballot and
the voter tben marks nisTher cr0 ces
by fil’ing in the bubb’es with a pen. The
voter brrngs the ballot, in the privacy
sleeve, to an optical scanner which is
fitted on top of a secure ballot box. The
voter feeds the baLot into the scanner.
If the voter cver-vcted, the scanner
will reject the ballot and return it to the
voter so a poll-worker can spoil the
ballot and the voter can correct the
over-vote on a new ballot. The scanner
can also be set to alert voters if they
under-vote. After the ballot is accepted
by the scanner, the ballot drops into the
secure ba:bt box.”

Lur;it:sson Member Marian Schneider testimony
to the Per.rzrvania Senate State Gcvernment
Committee December 12, 2017
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Threat Scenario

Sophisticated hackers could exploit
wireless communications between
e-pdlbcoks in polling places. A
common function of e-pdlbooks,
wireless connectivity provides an
opening for hackers to gain access
to connected devices and compo
nents. Once hackers succeed n
n.’cu1th(OLçha..they
might manipulate devices to disrupt
voting through a range of actions:

• Disrupt e-pobook connectMty

• Shut down O( freeze
e-pol[books

• Ma,ciously delete or alter
registration records

• Change whether individuals
have already voted on Section
Day via absentee ballot

This type of attack could frustrate
voters, expose polling places to
fraud, and undermine effecve
etection administration.

The Commonwealth should not certify new UPS electronic voting
systems, regardless of whether the system includes voter-verifiable
paper audit trails, If the Commonwealth were to certify such machines,
Pennsylvania counties should not procure those machines given the
security weaknesses of OREs relative to optical scan systems. Voters
rarely inspect the paper records printed by voting machines, the
printers can have technical difficulties, and the paper can be fragile
and difficult to audit.2’

Concerns about Purchasing New Voting Systems

Accessibility Concerns with Optical Scan Machines

Optical scan systems offer Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA)
compliancet through use ol a ballot-marking device, allowing voters
who have a disability that would make it difficult to hand-mark a ballot
the ability to do so privately and independently. The commission
notes with concern, however, that not all ballot-marking devices are as
accessible as some ORE machines for voters with some disabilitiesY
Although most ballot-marking devices allow voters to mark their ballots
privately and independently, they sometimes do not allow for voters to
then verify and cast their votes privately and independently, depending
on the voter’s disability.t’ Moreover, even where ballot-marking devices
do allow for such private and independent voting, officials must be
cognizant of accessibility issues within and around the polling place.6’
The commission also notes that ballot-marking devices have their own
security concerns—for example, some ballot-marking devices have the
capability to print on the ballot after the voter’s last chance to verify,
which exposes the ballot to unverifiable change—highlighting the
importance of instituting statistically sound audits of paper ballots.

Pennsylvania’s goal should be for all voters to be able to vote independently, privately,
and securely. This means that all voters should be able to mark, verily, and cast
their votes with privacy and independence—and with confidence in the security of
their votes.

The Department of State should therefore demand more accessible solutions for
ballot-marking devices and to prevent the adoption of ballot-marking devices with
inappropriate printing abilities. Counties might consider leasing or other limited
purchasing options for the immediate future and look to set aside future funds to
procure ballot-marking devices as better accessibility technology becomes available.

Feasibility of Changeover to New Voting Systems

Changing from paperless ORE machines to voting systems involving voter-marked
paper ballots is feasible throughout Pennsylvania before the 2020 election, as evi
denced by other states’ experiences. Virginia overhauled its papedess ORE voting
machines and switched to a statewide voting system of paper ballots combined with
optical scanners just weeks before the 2017 elections. This involved changing systems
used by roughly 190,000 of the state’s 5 million registered voters.u although Virginia
jurisdictions had tar less notice than Pennsylvania counties have now and received no
state funding support. Delaware and Louisiana, for example, are also in the process
of replacing their current ORE voting systems that lack paper records, with a target of
completion by 2O2O.°
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Pennsylvania requires that any voting systems procured by counties must achieve cer
tification from both the U.S. Election Assistance Commission and the Secretary of the
Commonwealth! As of January 4,2019, the Department of State has certified since
January 1,2018, only three newer systems for use in Pennsylvania: (1) the Unisyn Voting
Solutions OpenElect 1.3.0.2.A Voting System, (2) the FS&S EVS 6.0.2.1 Voting System,
and (3) the Unisyn Voting Solutions OpenElect 2.0A2 Voting System.6° Officials expect
to certify additional systems in the near term, for a total of six expected systems.°’
While recognizing that much of the speed with which the state is able to certify voting
systems is dependent on vendors, the commission advises the state to move as quickly
as possible so as to provide counties with ample time for procurement and training.

The commission recognizes that deployment of new systems is no simple task. It
requires training of county election personnel, poll workers, and even voters. Therefore,
the commission urges counties to move as quickly as possible to have new systems in
place for the November 2019 election (if not sooner) so that the first use of new voting
systems is not during the 2020 election, when many more voters are anticipated.

HOW SHOULD PENNSYLVANIA PAY FOR NEW VOTING SYSTEMS?

Pennsylvanians, including public officials, must recognize that election security
infrastructure requires regular investments and upgrades. Our elections—and
Pennsylvanians’ faith in them—are not free.

The General Assembly should appropriate funding to help cover the cost of
counties’ purchase of voting systems that incorporate voter-marked paper ballots
(marked either by hand or by ballot-marking device) and other needed improve
ments to Pennsylvania’s election security.

The cost of procuring new voting machine systems is not trivial for counties. The
Department of State estimated the cost of new voting machines to replace paperless
DREs to be $95 million to $153 million statewidefr’ The County Commissioners
Association of Pennsylvania estimated the cost at $125 millioncJ_or $9.76 per
Pennsylvanian, However, compared to the magnitude of the risk posed by insecure
voting machines, the cost is a relative bargain.

The commission urges the Governor to include significant funding for
voting machine replacement in the upcoming budget. Likewise, the
commission urges the General Assembly to appropriate this funding.

DRE machines, with or without voter-verifiable paper audit trails, are
typically more expensive than optical scanners because precincts
using DRE machines typically require one machine per 250—300
voters” and have higher maintenance costs than optical scanners.”
Optical scanners, including the associated ballot-marking device for
HAVA accessibility, are estimated to cost about $6200410000 per
precinct.2 For many counties in Pennsylvania, replacing existing ORE
machines with optical scan systems will likely be less expensive than
replacing them with newer DRE machines or using ballot-marking
devices for all voters,”

Recommendation 2;
The Pennsylvania
General Assembly
and the Federal
Government Should
Help Counties
Purchase Secure
Voting Systems.

WE COULD REPLACE OUR
OUTDATED VOTING MACHINES
FOR THE COST OF A PITTSBURGH
SANDWiCH TOPPED WITH
FRIES AND SLAW OR A PHILLY
CHEESESTEAK FOR EVERY
PENNSYLVANIAN
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The U.S. Congress should provide additional appropriations for states, like
Pennsylvania, which need to replace significant numbers of DREs without
voter-verifiable paper audit trails.

Pennsylvanians should support federal legislation that includes assistance for
states to replace aging voting systems.

The federal government has offered some funding help, but not nearly enough.
Congress allocated to Pennsylvania only $13.5 million in last year’s election security
grants.74 The Commonwealths required matching funds bring this amount to $14.2 mil
lion, leaving a substantial funding gap. Although the commission hopes (and strongly
urges) that additional federal funding will be forthcoming, the Commonwealth and its
counties should not rely on congressional action.

The Governor, General Assembly, and counties should explore creative financing
mechanisms (such as a bond issuance) to assist counties with procuring more
secure electronic voting systems with voter-marked paper records.

It is possible to upgrade voting systems without outright purchasing. Possibilities
include leases and combinations of low-interest loans or grants. Pennsylvania officials
have said publicly that they are exploring these options.’5 Other creative financing ideas
that states have explored may be available as well2

Pennsylvania officials should also consider the feasibility of a bond issuance as
a potential funding source for the purchase of new voting equipment. Under the
Pennsylvania constitution, bonds may be used as a funding source for capital projects;
public referendums are not required for such bonds.” Because a statutory definition of
“capital project” includes “infrastructure” as well as “furnishings, machinery, appa
ratus or equipment for a building, structure, facility or physical public betterment or
improvement,”3 the purchase of voting equipment should constitute a capital project.
Consequently, the commission urges Pennsylvania officials to explore this funding ave
nue, as well as consider whether there might be some arrangement whereby counties
can engage in cost-sharing with the Commonwealth for service of the debt.

The General Assembly should also consider creating a fund for regular future
appropriations as upgrades in security and accessibility technologies merit.

A 10- to 15-year cycle of replacing voting systems appears to be the new normal.
Therefore, the commission urges the General Assembly and the executive branch to
work together to create a new, permanent election security fund, which would accrue
money annually for the future replacement of equipment. This approach could spread
the costs of machine replacement over several years and lessen the fiscal impact.

HOW SHOULD PENNSYLVANIA REMEDY CYBER RISKS TO ITS
ELECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS?

Like any cyber defensive effort, it impossible to eliminate every possible vulnerability
in Pennsylvania’s varied election management systems, But the suggestions that
follow—cybersecurity best practices, awareness training, and assessments—can help
to improve cyber defense and thus mitigate some of the vulnerabilities and weaknesses
in these critical systems.
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Recommendation 3: Review and, where not already in place, implement cybersecurity best practicesImplement Cybersecurity across Pennsylvania’s election architecture.
Best Practices through
out Pennsylvania’s Pennsylvania officials should institute basic cybersecurity best practices, where
Election Architecture, they have not been instituted already. Several of these best practices are reflected in

existing Department of State guidance.’9

At a basic level, officials should consider for immediate implementation several best
practice improvements, including patching software, using strong passwords, adding
multifactor authentication wherever feasible, and adding access controls. The commis
sion identified a few specific recommendations from among the myriad best practices
that ought to define Pennsylvania’s election architecture.

The Center for Internet Security’s A Handbook for Elections Infrastructure Security
provides an excellent list of best practices for potential implementation throughout
the election architecture. The commission urges officials to consult this resource.t
These and other relevant best practices should already be in place (and often are)
throughout Pennsylvania. Where they are not, the commission recommends support
for immediate adoption.

The commission offers several specific practices to consider for implementation (where
not already in place) but stresses that this is not an exhaustive list:

• Require any entity, including county governments, that connect to the
Commonwealth’s networks to adhere to the Commonwealth’s information technol
ogy policies, especially relating to network security.

• Ensure that algorithm choices as well as key management and risk frameworks
conform to recommended federal information security standards published by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

• Ensure that all data files use open, documented data formats.
• Require that Pennsylvania retain ownership of intellectual property it has funded.
• Any custom software should be made as a work for hire, with no rights retained by

contractors or subcontractors, with all source code, build tools, and environment
delivered to Pennsylvania to use as it sees fit.

• Third-party proprietary software packages may be delivered under a contractor’s
license only if those packages and licenses are pre-approved by Pennsylvania.

• Proprietary software packages that are proprietary to contractors or subcontrac
tors may be delivered only if disclosed in advance in the proposal.

In addition, there are no-cost, private-sector resources that may be of use to election
officials in Pennsylvania. For example, Google’s Project Shield” and Cloudflare’s
Athenian Project”—both free services—can, among other things, defend public-facing
websites from DUoS attacks.

Ensure vote-tallying systems: (1) are single-use systems; (2) are air-gapped;
and (3) follow the one-way, one-use removable media rule. Have redundancies
in reporting tallies.

Vote-tallying systems should: (1) be single-use systems; (2) be air-gapped (i.e.. iso
lated from any networks or overall Internet connectivity); and (3) follow the one-way,
one-use removable media rule, Reporting of tallies should be redundant, with tallying
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submissions confirmed via phone or other secure communication. In confirming tallies,
predetermined protocols should be in place to Verify authorized personnel’s identities.
Counties should implement procedures to ensure that all memory devices are recon
ciled and all Votes have been aggregated from each memory device into the vote totals.

Require counties to compare and reconcile precinct totals with countywide results to
ensure that vote totals add up correctly.

There is no explicit requirement—either in the Pennsylvania Department of State’s
“Post-Election General Reconciliation Checklist” or otherwise—that counties com
pare precinct totals with countywide results to ensure that results add up correctly.
The commission suggests amendment of the checklist or some other formal means to
require counties to conduct a reconciliation of precinct totals with countywide results.
This requirement could instill greater confidence among the public that election results
are correct.

The State and counties should be conscious of supply chain vulnerabilities.
Any contractors or vendors should be assessed for security risks. Security
considerations should be a key selection factor—not reviewed after a procure
ment decision has been reached.

The commission offers specific recommendations in the Voter Registration section
regarding resources and methods to guide vendor selection and management,
specifically in connection with the upcoming procurement of a new voter registration
system. Nonetheless, given the central role played by vendors in election management
systems, it is imperative that officials heed cybersecurity best practices to ensure thatvendors are not introducing vulnerabilities into Pennsylvania’s election architecture.

For example, officials should pursue open-source software where feasible or, if not.
ensure that state and county offices retain ownership and/or access to any relevant
software code. This will facilitate more robust and effective risk assessment and
vulnerability testing of software periodically through the lifecycle of the system. The
General Assembly should consider legislation to require voting system vendors to
notify the Department of State and relevant local officials of any defect, fault, failure,
cyberattack, or other incident affecting the hardware, software, or firmware of the
voting system.°’ The commission also urges officials to require, among other things.
that vendors submit to regular penetration testing, face a mandate to keep software
current through updates and security patches, provide insight into supply chains, and
support third-party audits.

Recommendation 4: The Commonwealth should continue to conduct cybersecurity training for stateProvide Cybersecurity personnel. In addition, the Department of State should continue to work towardAwareness Training rolling out, in consultation with counties, cybersecurity training for local electionfor State and Local officials throughout Pennsylvania.
Election Officials.

Local officials should support Commonwealth efforts to roll out cybersecurity
training and creatively look to leverage existing resources to ensure personnel
are adequately prepared to face today’s cybersecurity threats.

Sophisticated attacks target election officials and outside election vendors with
phishing schemes.B5 If such schemes are successful in compromising election
officials’ credentials, hackers can Then use that information to penetrate sensitive
election systems. In 2016, Russian military intelligence sent phishing emails to at least
122 local officials, according to an intelligence assessment.86 And, according to the
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Justice Department’s indictment of Russian hackers, attackers sent more than 100
spear-phishing emails to organizations and personnel involved in administering elec
tions in numerous Florida counties.”°’ The Russians charged also allegedly surveyed
the websites of counties in Georgia, Iowa, and Florida for vulnerabilities,

These targeted attacks demonstrate the importance ol cybersecurity awareness at
the county and state levels. Yet the Commonwealth has not been providing mandatory
cybersecurity awareness training to local officials. In August 2017, election officials
in Philadelphia, Allegheny, and Bucks counties told NBC News they had not received
cybersecurity training.1’ and officials in those counties confirmed with the commission
that they had yet to receive traning from the Commonwealth as of August 2018.’ Of
the 42 counties in Pennsylvania that responded to the NBC News survey, only eight
counties said that their workers had received cybersecurity training’ Some states,
including Maryland, Virginia. and Washington, require and provide cybersecurity
awareness training for local election officialsY

AS OF AUGUST 201Z OF THE
42 COUNTIES THAT RESPONDED
TO A SURVEY, ONLY 8 COUNTIES
SAID THEIR WORKERS HAD
CYBERSECURITY TRAINING

Da!a Irci NSZ Ns Msrq Ccurty EIectp,n Of9c:a!a SL Lack Cvteiecrj Tat—t—Augast23. 2I7
btt1LfW/flrtcrsw2t0n!29lilt[0mU!!kQt2UJWPflS025S

The Pennsylvania Department of State reports, however, that it is committed to
providing the Commonwealth’s statewide cybersecurity training module to county
officialsY3 As envisioned by the Department of State, training would be a mandatory
condition of maintaining user credentials for the Statewide Uniform Registry of Electors
(SURE)—something that should be effective in capturing the right officials across
Pennsylvania. The commission commends the Department of State’s efforts in this
regard and encourages the rollout of this mandatory training to local election officials.
The Department of State should incorporate election-specific elements (including the
cybersecurity best practices referenced in this report) into the training or otherwise
provide specialized training for key local personnel with election cybersecurity respon
sibilities. The County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania should also continue
its efforts, in partnership with the Commonwealth and Cofense (formerly PhishMe), to
provide simulated phishing training to counties.

The Department of State should encourage local election officials to take
advantage of federal cybersecurity training resources, such as the Department
of Homeland Security’s free, online, on-demand cybersecurity training system for
governmental personnel and the inter-agency National Institute for Cybersecurity
Careers and Studies.
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Election officials should also avail themselves of federal government resources,
including the Department of Homeland Security’s free, online, on-demand cyber
security training system for governmental personnel and the National Institute for
Cybersecurity Careers and Studies, which the department developed jointly with other
governmental agencies and is an online resource for cybersecurity training connecting
government officials with training providers.95

Recommendation 5: The Pennsylvania Department of State should continue to conduct, and all ofConduct Cybersecurity Pennsylvania’s counties should conduct, comprehensive cybersecurity assess-Assessments at the ments. Election officials should also conduct regular process audits across theState and County election ecosystem.
Levels.

Local officials should not only support but also work closely with Commonwealth
officials in connection with cybersecurity assessments.

In addition to following best practices and improving training for election oflicials
and poll workers, state and local officials should conduct regular cybersecurity
assessments. Comprehensive threat assessments and security audits should be a key
element of Pennsylvania’s broader election security plan.

Efforts should include penetration testing and realistic tabletop exercises to practice
contingency plans for all phases of election, tabulation, audit, and recount—ensuring
that Pennsylvania can recover in the face of an attack. Officials should ensure that
current disaster recovery exercises involving the SURE voter registration system
include tabletop exercises for recovery from attacks on election management systems
and precinct-based voting systems.w

Election officials should avail themselves of the no-cost cybersecurity assess
ment resources offered by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Pennsylvanians should support federal legislation that strengthens and supports
federal cybersecurity resources and provides training and assessment assis
tance to state and local election officials.

The commission commends the Department of State for having taken advantage of the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Risk and Vulnerability Assessment prior to the
2016 and 2018 elections.

Unfortunately, DHS’s Risk and Vulnerability Assessment is not focused on individual
counties, which should undergo periodic assessments as well. To that end, the
commission recommends that all Pennsylvania counties avail themselves of DHS’s
regular cyber-hygiene scans—something that the Department of State also encour
ages counties to do. Congress should also consider legislation to provide additional
cybersecurity resources to state and local election officials.

The General Assembly should provide funding support for counties to implement
regular, periodic cybersecurity assessments and audits, especially relating to
election infrastructure.

More broadly, it is imperative that counties implement regular, periodic cybersecurity
assessments. The cost of such assessments would vary dramatically based on scope,
county size, and the like—but the Department of State roughly estimated that a risk
and vulnerability assessment for one county might cost somewhere in the range of
$50,000—$100,000 on the high end. Counties should also consider the Center for
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Internet Security’s network monitoring solution (Albert”), which provides network
security alerts to help counties identify malicious activity.7

As a frame of reference for what county-focused assessments and related securityPennsylvania’s agEng efforts might cost Pennsylvania, New York announced it was earmarking $5 million
and nsecure voting in fiscal year 2019 to provide counties with: (1) cybersecurity risk assessments, (2)
equipment represents enhanced intrusion-detection services, and (3) managed security services.° Where
a clear and present appropriate and available, the Office of Administration—Office of Information Technology
danger to the security (OA-OIT) should make resources available to counties for cybersecurity assessments.
of the vote. Lastly, state and local election officials should incorporate regular audits of key aspects

of election processes into a broader assessment strategy. Such audits should include
examination of ballot preparation and dissemination, pollbook preparation and oper
ations, chain of custody of paper ballots of voting equipment, reconciliation of vote
totals, and return of election materials.

Pennsylvania’s aging and insecure voting equipment represents a clear and present
- danger to the security of the vote. It is paramount that officials take swift action to

replace these vulnerable machines with those that incorporate voter-marked paper
ballots (either by hand or by machine). Pennsylvania officials must also shore up the
cybersecurity of election management systems, which are inextricably linked to the
voting equipment on which voters cast their ballots.
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Overview
The U.S. Senate Intelligence Committees investigation into Russian targeting of
election infrastructure during the 2016 election found that cyber actors targeted state
election systems and, in some instances, successfully penetrated voter registration
databases.’At least 18 states—and perhaps as many as 21—had election systems
targeted by Russian-affiliated cyber actors.”” That targeting included “vulnera
bility scanning directed at ... Department of State websites or voter registration
infrastructure.””

According to the Department of Homeland Security, the Russians targeted
Pennsylvania’s voter registration system.’” However, per Commonwealth officials,
“neither it nor the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has any evidence of a
breach.”” The system—known as the Statewide Uniform Registry of Electors (SURE)—
was probed, but there is no publicly available evidence suggesting that the system
was penetrated.

Officials detected malicious access attempts in at least six states (not including
Pennsylvania), and some states even experienced intrusions that would have allowed
cyber actors to alter or delete voter registration data.”’’ Of course, there may have
been other attempts (including in Pennsylvania, perhaps) that remain undetected.
Moreover, the Justice Department’s July 2018 indictment of Russian hackers alleged
that the Russians successfully hacked a state election website and stole sensitive
information about half a million voters.” The Russian hackers also allegedly hacked the
computers of a vendor “that supplied software used to verify voter registration informa
tion for the 2016 U.S. elections.”’

If careful and proper cyber-hygiene practices are observed, the risk of alterations to the
voter registration system is low because voters will likely learn of changes to records—
at the latest when they attempt to vote (but hopefully before Election Day).

However, even attacks that fail to alter the ultimate results of elections could nonethe
less succeed in damaging public trust in outcomes, as well as disrupt administration of
elections. Either could undermine faith in democracy in Pennsylvania.

PENNSYLVANIA’S VOTER REGISTRATION SYSTEM
AND ITS VULNERABILITIES

System Overview

Under Pennsylvania law, the Secretary of the Commonwealth (who heads the
Department ol State, including the Bureau of Commissions, Elections, and Legislation)
is responsible for coordinating voter registration procedures and the SURE system.’3

Pennsylvania’s registration system is a ‘top-down system”—that is, one in which
‘data are hosted on a single, central platform of hardware and maintained by the
state.”’” As described in the Pennsylvania Department of State’s 2016 Report to
the General Assembly:
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SURE is the centralized voter registration and election management system
designed to assure the accuracy and integrity of the Commonwealths voter
registration records maintained by the election authorities in Pennsylvania’s 67
counties. The SURE system is a platform that supports the critical functions of the
Commonwealth’s elections—from determining voter eligibility to maintaining pre
cinct data to producing pollbooks. A centralized, uniform registry that is accessible
to all county offices greatly enhances the overall accuracy and integrity of the voter
registration rolls and the resulting quality of voter services.’D

SURE

Public Portal
Register to vote online,
check registration status,
locate polling places, etc.

aP Agency Portal
Department of State
personnel can manage
elections and campaign
finance data,

Web API
Use to develop websites
and gather voter registra
tion data in support of
voter registration
drives; enables users
to submit registration
apps electronically.

County Portal
Access functions via
standard web browsers;
provides counties with
provisional balloting support
and other basic functions;
can also be used to upload
and certify election results
and voter registration
statistics.

Kiosk
Public portal for voter
registration applications,
searches, and changes
accessed through kiosks
in county election offices
and Department of State.

PA’S CENTRALIZED VOTER
REGISTRATION SYSTEM

Jr

Determines
Voter Eligibility

Produces

L
The SURE
Voter Registration
application is
available to counties
to support a number
of election-related
tasks.

Maintains
Precinct Data

INCLUDES SEVERAL PORTALS THAT ASSIST
IN ELECTION ADMINISTRATION

L
Saurce SecreIar’/ Cl Ite communwealln, Penns’jtvafta Oepartrnent of State rho Adrn:nLstra!iun ct Vuter RegisIrafiurl
in Pennsulvama: 2016 Rena’tto ttre General Assembly, June 2017. at 4 flttjr.a;’iWir rgQyL.insEteirf,’Irsi

Lflf

Since iggs, Pennsylvania has operated a paperless registration system at Department
of Transportation (PennDOT) locations, and by 2005 all Pennsylvania counties had
fully automated the system by accepting registration data through SURE.” The SURE
Voter Registration application is available to counties in support of a variety of elec
tion-related functions, including the management of vote history, absentee ballots,
pollbooks, election-related reports, and voter registration correspondence to voters.”
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There are several ways for a Pennsylvania voter to apply for registration): An eligible
voter can complete a voter registration form and either deliver it or mail it to their
county voter registration office)’3 In-person registration is also available at county and
other governmental offices (such as PennDOT locations).”4 Eligible voters can also use
Pennsylvania’s online voter registration application that is accessible via the Internet
and is mobile adaptive’” Whatever the method of applying, those deemed eligible
to register are ultimately entered into SURE. Thus, SURE plays the central role in
Pennsylvania’s voter registration system.

Threat Scenario

Sophsticated hackers coid exploit
wireless commtriicabons between
e-pollbooks in polling places. A
common function of e-pollbooks,
wireless conriecttvity provides an
opening for hackers to gain access
to comected devices and compo
nents. Once hackers sijcceed in
inliltrating through a network, they
might manipulate devices to disrupt
voting through a range of actions:

• Disrupt e-pdlbo& connectivity

• SliAdcw,orfre&e
e-pollbooks

• Maliciously delete or alter
registration records

• Change whether individuals
heve already voted on Section
Day or via absentee ballot

Ths type of attack could frustrate
voters, expose polling places to
fraud, and undermine effective
election administration.

In Pennsylvania, SURE also plays an important role in the generation
of pollbooks by counties.

Poilbooks provide election officials with voter registration intormation at
polling locations and “are necessary to ensure voters are registered and
are appearing at the correct polling place.” Accurate pollbooks also
play a role in managing wait times at polling places.

Local election officials in Pennsylvania are required to use data from
SURE to create pollbooks.’” A critical element of voting on Election Day,
pollbooks in Pennsylvania consist, in essence, of two components: (1)
the voter certificates (to be signed by individual voters during check-in
at the polling place) and (2) the district register (each registrant’s regis
tration information and signature, which is compared to the signature
on the voter certificate).” Voter certificates are included in The district
register, or pollbook, so voters sign one document upon check-in.

Many Pennsylvania counties use paper pollbooks that are printed
via SURE.”° Some counties use electronic pollbooks (e.pollbooks))
Several e-pollbook systems are certified for use in Pennsylvania.”’
E-pollbooks are typically tablets or laptop computers that allow poll
workers to look up voters in lieu of having to check paper lists. Typically,
e-pollbooks are equipped with technology that enables them to com
municate with a sister unit in the polling location—either over a wired
connection or via a wireless network. A wireless connection, in partic
ular, presents unique security challenges, stemming from the ability of
attackers to target connections and associated devices from afar.

Regardless of whether counties use paper or e-pollbooks, the integrity
and reliability of SURE are key to ensuring accurate pollbooks in polling
places on Election Day.

VULNERABILITIES

As of June 2017,41 states (including Pennsylvania) were still using voter registration
databases that were initially created a decade ago or longer.’ As the Brennan
Center for Justice has observed, [tjhese outdated systems were not designed to
withstand current cybersecurity threats.”2’ To be sure, age alone is not dispositive of
a system’s cybersecurity readiness. Yet the SURE database is into its second decade
of service, although Pennsylvania officials have regularly maintained and updated its
operating system.
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Fortunately, Pennsylvania is poised to embark upon the process to replace the existing
voter registration system (SURE) in the next three years or so—an excellent opportu
nity to deploy best practices in selecting, developing, and implementing a registration
system designed to guard against a range of cybersecurity threats while maximizing
voter engagement. The Auditor General’s recently announced audit of the voter
registration and voting systems’ should also provide findings that could be leveraged
to inform the SURE procurement process.

In the meantime, however, SURE has vulnerabilities and faces threats that must be
addressed. The commission notes that although these risks are serious, the risks
associated with Pennsylvania’s DRE machines present a more clear and present
danger to the security of the vote.

Two specific threats to SURE are illustrative of these risks to the voter rolls: (1) alter
ations, deletions, or creations of registrations; and (2) DOoS attacks.

Alterations, Deletions, or Creations of Registrations

Researchers have highlighted one potential mode of attack on the voter registration
system that would allow attackers to wreak havoc on registration records.

Carnegie Mellon University researchers analyzed potential vulnerabilities in
Pennsylvania’s entire election ecosystem—with a particular focus on Allegheny
County—and identified specific attack scenarios targeting Pennsylvania’s voter
registration system with potential statewide ramifications.”6

The Carnegie Mellon University report identified a “major vulnerability” based on
SURE’s “weak authentication required of applicants sending in registrations forms—
who are asked to provide name, current address, and a Pennsylvania driver’s license
or identification card number (if they have one) or, if not, the last four digits of a Social
Security number.’2’ The vulnerability stems from the availability of driver’s license and
Social Security numbers “on sites like Pastebin or for purchase on the dark web.”125
The easily obtainable stale voter tile (available for purchase for $20”), SURE’s polling
place location tool (accessible via the lnternet’9, and leaked fundraising and voter
file information and credentials” could further aid would-be attackers looking to
target SURE.’’

Armed with voters’ personal information, attackers could create fake registrants or
modify existing records by changing names, addresses, or party affiliations. Fake
registrations would have little impact. ol course, without individuals attempting to vote
under the fake registration records—such a scheme at a scale sufficient to affect the
outcome of an election would present some logistical challenges but could succeed
depending on the margin of victory relative to the attack’s scale.

Similarly, Harvard University researchers in a 2017 paper argued that hackers could
mount a coordinated campaign of voter identity theft in targeted states, submitting
false changes to actual voter records, albeit through a laborious process of changing
individuals’ information one at a time,’2’ The authors determined that it would cost
$315 to obtain voter information and then, through automation, attack the voter
database in a way that would alter 10% of the vote in Pennsylvania.’” Election
officials strongly disputed some of the paper’s findings, stressing that safeguards—
like automated security features of registration websites and other measures to detect
and prevent bulk changes to voters’ registration records—were already broadly in
place across the country.’
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Hackers working at the direction of
a foreign adversary could purchase
the PennsyIvwña state voter file tor
$20 from the Department of State.
The hackers could then purchase on
the dark web driver’s license and!
Or social secwity rkxrbers for adtAt
Pems1varans of voting age and
glean further useful information from
the SURE polling place kokup tool.

Then, %ing on hstcrical turnout,
polling, and predictive data at
competitive elections from sites
like FweThirtyEight and local media
outlets, the hackers coi.id pinpoint
which precincts and areas to target
with fake, deleted, or changed
registrations. The goal: to create
enough chaos in selected precincts
to depress turnout in a way a&janta
geous to favored candidates.

This type of attack also has the
benefit of eroding confidence in
election administration—a likely goal
of an adversary.

VOTER REGISTRATION SYSTEM

The vulnerabilities that both sets of researchers identified are similar
in nature: Hackers could exploit publicly available information coupled
with ill-gotten personal information to effect changes in Pennsylvania’s
voter registration records.

Most experts agree that nefarious changes to registration records of the
volume needed to impact election outcomes would be identified before
Election Day. But it might not be possible to correct all maliciously
altered information before voting, potentially leading to long lines at
polling places, increased use of provisional ballots, and public doubt
in the voting process. Even if election officials would be able to take
appropriate remediation before voting commenced, such an attack
could still have an impact on confidence in the vote and create sub
stantial administration headaches for officials.

ODoS Attacks

Another key threat is a ODoS attack on public-facing voter registration
websites and election results reporting websites. This type of attack
“occurs when multiple machines are operating together to attack one
target ... [and) allows for exponentially more requests to be sent to the
target, therefore increasing the attack power ... [and the difficulty of
attribution, as the true source of the attack is harder to identify.”° Such
an attack could prevent ‘voters from registering and potentially dis
courag[e) them from participation.” It could also disrupt election-night
reporting of preliminary, unofficial election results.

To be sure, the threats to and vulnerabilities of Pennsylvania’s voter registration system
are sobering. Successful attacks to the system could create substantial administrative
challenges for election officials and frustrate voters in a way that could depress
turnout. And such an attack couid undermine faith in the Commonwealth’s elections
and erode public trust in democracy—outcomes that must be prevented.

HOW CAN PENNSYLVANIA IMPROVE THE SECURITY OF THE VOTER
REGISTRATION SYSTEM?

The process to replace SURE will likely present challenges—but also an opportunity
to shape a modern, secure, and user-friendly system that should serve Pennsylvania
for years to come. In addition, by implementing cybersecurity best practices where not
already in place, officials can shore up existing weaknesses to improve cyber defenses.

Recommendation 3: Review and, where not already in place, implement cybersecurity best practicesImplement Cybersecurity across Pennsylvania’s election architecture.
Best Practices through
out Pennsylvania’s As noted in the sections above concerning election management systems, officials
Election Architecture. should institute basic cybersecurity best practices, where they have not already been

instituted, throughout Pennsylvania’s election architecture,
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Implement multifactor authentication before implementing changes to a registra
tion record in SURE.

With respect to the SURE system specifically, implementation of multifactor authenti
cation could mitigate a specific vulnerability discussed above—namely, the nefarious
alteration of registration records without voter knowledge. The Department of State
should consider such an authentication method, presumably by verifying a piece of
information that is provided upon application for registration. It is important to consider
the impact of any added layers of security on the ability of eligible voters to make
changes to registration records online without undue burden.

Add an additional layer of encryption to SURE system data.

In addition, the Department of State should consider adding a second layer of encryp
tion to data in the SURE system. At present, data are stored on encrypted hardware
behind a layered set of protections/controls designed to prevent any malicious actor
from accessing data, A second level of encryption would further protect registration
system data by encrypting the data within the encrypted hardware,’3’

Send paper notifications to registered voters after online changes to records.

The commission also recommends requiring that officials mail paper notification letters
to registrants on Pennsylvania’s online voter registration application who change their
records, For registrants changing an address, officials should send a letter to both the
old and the new address.

Require mandatory pro-election testing of e-pollbooks across Pennsylvania
(where e-pollbooks are used) to ensure e-pollbooks are in good and proper
working order before Election Day.

With respect to pollbooks, the commission recommends mandatory pre-election test
ing of e-pollbooks (where they are used) to ensure e-pollbooks are in good and proper
working order before Election Day. The commission further recommends that officials
continue the current practice of limiting wireless communication between e-pollbooks
and locations outside the precinct.

Recommendation 6: In connection with the upcoming procurement process to replace SURE, theFollow Vendor Selection Department of State should heed vendor selection best practices applicable toBest Practices in election infrastructure.
SURE Replacement
Procurement and The procurement process to update and replace SURE will give Pennsylvania a prime
Leverage Auditor opportunity to improve the security, reliability, and function of the statewide voter
General’s Findings, registration system. Department of State personnel responsible for this procurement

should seize this opportunity to develop an improved voter registration system that
incorporates cybersecurity best practices while heeding guidance from subject-matter
experts about how best to select and manage vendors.

There are several sources that Pennsylvania officials can consult to help guide
vendor selection and management. For example, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security has offered salient guidance in a document titled DHS Election Infrastructure
Security Funding Considerations.’3’ Relatedly, the Center for Internet Security’s
handbook includes a helpful ‘Code of Practice for Information Security Controls” to
govern supplier relationships.’’ The U.S. Election Assistance Commission provides
examples of local purchasing contracts with language about security expectations
that counties can use as templates.’4’ The Department of State personnel involved in
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this procurement process should consider these materials, and others,” as well as
p the vendor questionnaires developed by the County Commissioners Association ofPennsylvania s voter Pennsylvania. The Department of State should leverage the contracting process toregistration system require any vendor to adhere to either the Commonwealths information technology

presents vulnerabilities policies or the specific guidelines in the reference documents cited in this report.
that could put the
interiP’ of—and nublic In particular, the Department of State should ensure that the Commonwealth retains

ownership of any software code developed in the replacement of the SURE system. Ifconfidence In—the
possible, the Department should require that the system be developed with an open-Commonwealths vote source software platform, or disclosed-source software, so that the Department canat risk, control and implement its own schedule of risk and vulnerability testing of that software
periodically through the lifecycle of the system. An open source or disclosed source
system will remove the barrier of obtaining permission to examine proprietary code.
Vendor(s) should be required to notify the Department of State of any defect, fault, or
failure of any system services provided by the vendor(s); should be obligated to submit
to regular penetration testing; and should face a mandate to keep software current
through updates and security patches.

Beyond the SURE procurement process, the State and counties should be
conscious of supply chain vulnerabilities.

Beyond the voter registration system procurement process, state and county
officials should follow best practices in dealing with vendors that affect the election
architecture. It is imperative that election officials remain conscious of supply chain
vulnerabilities and assess contractors or vendors for security risks. All contractors or
vendors should be assessed for security risks. Security considerations should be a key
selection factor—not reviewed after a procurement decision has been reached.

The Department of State should work closely with the Auditor General’s office in
connection with that office’s audit of Pennsylvania’s voter registration system.
Any relevant audit findings should be taken into account in the upcoming pro
curement process.

Lastly, the commission believes that voters would be well served by Pennsylvania
officials working together to leverage the Auditor Generals efforts to audit the voter
registration system in particular, as well as voting systems in general. To that end, the
commission urges the Department of State to work closely with the Auditor General’s
office in connection with the audit. Close collaboration and cooperation could arm
Department of State personnel with detailed knowledge about any audit findings that
could inform the SURE procurement process or bolster the cybersecurity of other
components of the Commonwealth’s election infrastructure. Moreover, the commission
urges close consultation with the Inter-Agency Election Preparedness and Security
Workgroup and the county/Commonwealth election security workgroup.

Pennsylvania’s voter registration system presents vulnerabilities that could put the
integrity of—and public confidence in—the Commonwealth’s vote at risk. Common
sense, cybersecurity best practices can mitigate many of these risks. And the upcom
ing procurement process to replace SURE presents an excellent opportunity to bolster
the security of Pennsylvania’s statewide voter registration system.
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POST-ELECTION TABULATION AUDITS

I Overview
Without ... a paper Pennsylvania’s paperless voting machines are perhaps the weakest link in the cyberse
record, it is mpossibe curity of the Commonwealth’s election architecture. As noted elsewhere in this report,
to conduct robust, most Pennsylvanians vote on machines that lack an auditable paper trail (i.e., paperless

—- ‘d DRE machines). Without such a paper record, it is impossible to conduct robust,P- e Lfl a.
post-election audits. Consequently, this inability to conduct meaningful post-election
audits of election results aggravates the security vulnerabilities that paperless ORE
machines pose in Pennsylvania. The Department of Homeland Security Secretary
rightly characterized this state of affairs as a “national security concern”1 and has
“called on all election officials to ensure that every American votes on a verifiable and
auditaMe ballot by the 2020 election.”’4’

As the commission has recommended, Pennsylvania officials should, of course,
replace vulnerable paperless machines. Pennsylvania officials must also—in con
nection with replacing vulnerable paperless DRE machines—implement mandatory,
statistically sound post-election audits for every race. Such measures, which
experts widely agree are best practices, would do much to shore up the resilience
of Pennsylvania’s elections and arm officials with the means of both detecting and
recovering from attacks or errors affecting the tabulation of votes.

LACK OF MEANINGFUL AUDITABILITY

All computers can suffer from exploitable vulnerabilities, whether paperless DRE
machines or optical scan systems. And although officials can take many wise and
prudent steps to prevent the compromise of the computers that count votes, many
of which the commission has recommended in this report, it is impossible to prevent
every type of possible attack or error affecting voting machines. Officials can, however,
take action to arm themselves with the means of detecting such issues.

At first blush, the Election Code seems to do just that.

Pennsylvania law requires a recount of a random sample of the lesser of either (i) 2
percent of votes cast in a county or (ii) 2,000 ballots.” Yet most Pennsylvania counties
use paperless ORE machines, leaving officials unable to perform this required audit
beyond re-tabulating the vote counts that ORE machines provide. Because there
are no individual voter-marked ballots to check, officials lack the means to audit the
machines’ ability to correctly interpret and preserve voters’ intent. A recount of a
paperless voting machine cannot catch corrupted records, whether tainted by mali
cious intent or benign error.

Put simply, without individually marked ballots to audit, election officials cannot meet
the Election Code’s requirement of a recount with paperless ORE machines.
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HOW CAN PENNSYLVANIA IMPROVE THE AUDITABILITY
OF ELECTION TABULATIONS?

Recommendation 7:
Employ Risk-Limiting
Audits.

Pennsylvania should employ transparent risk-limiting audits after each election.

The commission recommends implementing risk-limiting audits after every election
to determine whether reported results from voting machines and tabulation systems
included any errors. Election security experts widely agree that voter-marked paper
ballots paired with risk-limiting audits are the gold standard” in tabulation securi
ty.’4° Risk-limiting audits performed before certification will meet the criteria of the
recent settlement agreement in Stein it. Codes, referenced above. As University of
Pennsylvania computer scientist Matt Blaze has described, “[t]he effect of risk-limiting
audits is not to etiminate software vulnerabilities, but to ensure that the integrity of the
election outcome does not depend on the Herculean task of securing every software
component in the system.””’

These risk-limiting audits, in which officials check a random sample of paper ballots
against digital tallies to ensure the results were tabulated without error, allow officials
to detect software failures and attacks, including those that might have been initiated
within the supply chain.”8 According to a seminal paper on risk-limiting audits, “[a]
risk-limiting audit is a method to ensure that at the end of the canvass, the hardware,
software, and procedures used to tally votes found the real winners.”’ Although
risk-limiting audits “do not guarantee that the electoral outcome is right,” they do “have
a large chance of correcting the outcome if it is wrong. Here “right” and ‘wrong” are
defined relative to what an accurate hand count of paper ballots would show.

A sample size is chosen to provide strong statistical evidence that the
reported outcome of an election is correct—and a high probability of
identifying and correcting an incorrect outcome. The margin of victory
in the race and the chosen ‘risk limit,” which specifies the minimum
chance of finding and correcting an incorrect a tabulation outcome if a
full hand count of the paper record would change that outcome, both
drive the determination of the number of ballots that officials must count
in a risk-limiting audit,

Risk-limiting audits are preferable to the audits that Pennsylvania law
currently requires, “which require a set number (or percentage) of ballots
to be counted,” because risk-limiting audits can provide “a high level
of confidence in the results while generally requiring fewer ballots to
be hand counted than what is already required in many states using
traditional audits.”’ This efficiency can make risk-limiting audits less
expensive than traditional audits, delivering a potential cost savings to
election officials. According to an analysis of Colorado’s 2017 announce
ment that it would implement risk-limiting audits, Politico reported that
“a regular [i,e., statutory fixed percentage] audit of the 2016 presidential
election results in Colorado would have required counting more than
32,000 paper ballots out of 2,85 million votes statewide, That number
[would] drop to 142 with the new risk-limiting audit soltware, according
to Stephanie Singer, the project lead at Free & Fairisz And according to
a recent white paper by the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, “Im]
ost counties in Colorado experienced a time savings after conducting
[risk-limiting audits] for the 2017 Coordinated Election compared to their
previous random machine audit.”t5’

Risk-Limiting Audits:
How Do They Work?

‘Statistical principles determine the
size of the sample—but, in plain
:e’ms, more ba!’ys a’e costed in a
close race. wh e a race w,th a larger
margin would require fewer balicts to
be counted. If testing of the sample
is consistent with the original vote
tc!&, it is a’most certain that the in
t’a.yoec!aredw’nnerwor :rerace.
If, on the other hand, the sample has
substantral discrepancies with the
original tally, the audit continues until
there is ‘suffciently s!ro”g sta:isuca
eviien:e tnat tre ac•parent outcome
is right, or until all the ballots have
been manually counted,’”

Lc!mssion srail C:iztc cite; D,sc. ‘A Sr.art
a EffecLe Wa-it, Sate;ard Eiecbons,
5’3r,ar Cer;rl3rJ6stice So-. Ji’j 25, 2016
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Risk-limiting audits can provide another advantage: Traditional audits (such as
fixed-percentage audits) run a large risk of failing to detect an incorrect outcome in
an election. Because those audits may call for sampling whole precincts or other
large batches of ballots,” they might miss errors that NaTe clustered in only
a few precincts.’°4

Conduct Elections
with voter-verified and
machine-scanned
paper ballots.

Store, organize, — —

and catalog paper — —

ballots for later — —

retrieval.

Pull sampled paper
ballots, examine,
and record
information.

Does the information from the sampled
paper ballots give enough evidence to
support the reported outcome(s)? o

YES
Voters can have
confidence in the
reported outcome.

Source venlied votig
i.2iRind’ Afi-73Ic1;u

Although there are several types of risk-limiting audits, in essence, they are all designed
to provide strong evidence that tabulation errors have not altered outcomes in par
ticular contests. A risk-limiting audit continues until strong evidence exists that the
tabulation outcome was not incorrect—or, if necessary. a full hand count is conducted
to determine the correct outcome. Officials can stop a risk-limiting audit Nas Soon as it
finds strong evidence that the reported outcome was correct.”15°

A VERIFIED VOTING FLOWCHART FOR CONDUCTING

RISK-LIMITING AUDITS

AN
I I

V
Identify contest(s)
to be audited Uaccording to ‘•‘LZX non
state law and rule.

non

‘p
Select a scientific
random sample ‘-‘-

t

t

4
I
I
I

More ballots are needed
to provide evidence, up
to and including a full
hand count of all validly
cast ballots.
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RISK-LIMITING AUDIT METHODS

Description

Individual ballots are randomly selected and
compared to the voting systems cast vote record
(CVR) for each ballot.

Batches of ballots are randomly selected and
compared to batch subtotals produced by the

voting system.

A random sample of ballots are selected and the
i results for the selected contest(s) are tallied; the

audit stops if it produces strong enough evidence to
support the reported outcome.

A random sample of batches are selected and the
results for the selected contest(s) are tallied; the audit
stops if it produces strong enough evidence.

Source u S £Iecton As3istante commEsson
Ijt.WV!fCjSdr.! ±fr’&Uj93itfla±tts

There is growing momentum across the country to embrace risk-limiting audits.

Colorado instituted the requirement that all elections be subject to a risk-limiting
audit[ becoming the first state to carry out mandatory post-election audits in 2017.’
The open-source audit software used in Colorado is available for free and can be
customized for other states)°° Rhode Island also passed a bill requiring risk-limiting
post-election audits for future elections.’° Both states provide good examples that
could be used, with some adaptations, for Pennsylvania’s particular election require
ments. And examples of pilot risk-limiting audits abound in, for example, jurisdictions in
California, Indiana, Michigan, and Virginia.

Risk-limiting audits, which officials should implement transparently and for every
election, are critical to building confidence in Pennsylvania’s elections. They could be a
potent defense in the face of threats of attacks or disinformation campaigns.

The Department of State, in partnership with select counties, should pilot
risk-limiting audits. The General Assembly should then pass legislation to make

• this a statewide requirement.

Recent action by the Department of State suggests potential recognition of the value of
• risk-limiting audits.

In the Commonwealth’s settlement of presidential candidate Jill Stein’s lawsuit
challenging Pennsylvania’s recount procedures and use of ORE voting systems,
among other things. Pennsylvania officials agreed to certain measures related to
implementation of post-election audits. In particular, the Department of State agreed to
“direct each county to audit all unofficial election results using robust pre-certification
audit methods to be determined based on the recommendations of a Work Group
established by the Secretary.”t° Per the agreement, the Work Group’s recommenda
tions must be consistent with applicable statutory authority” and certain specified
principles, and the Work Group’s report is due by January 1, 20206 The Department
of State further agreed to direct pilot audits to occur in 2021, with full implementation
by the 2022 general election’°’

RLA Method

Ballot-level comparison

Batch-level comparison

Ballot-polling

Batch-polling
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Yet the agreement still leaves much to be done to implement risk-limiting audits for
every election. First, nothing in the agreement requires the Commonwealth to utilize
risk-limiting audits—the “gold standard” of post-election audits. Moreover, the agree-

- ment calls for audits that are “consistent with applicable statutory authoritf —yet, asReplacng vulnerable noted above, the Election Code requires recounting a random sample of the lesser ofvohng equipment (ORES) either (i) 2 percent of votes cast in a county or (ii) 2,000 ballots.’6 Consequently, the
should he Pennsylvania settlement agreement does not seem to contemplate risk-limiting audits, absent a
officials’ top priority revision to the Election Code by the General Assembly.
in working to secire

The commission therefore urges the General Assembly to mandate risk-limiting auditsme Comrnonweal1h S
for every election in Pennsylvania (coupled with the adoption of voter-marked paperecot 095. ballots across the Commonwealth). In addition, the Department of State should pilot
risk-limiting audits in partnership with counties that already use optical scan voting
systems, ideally on a more expedited timeline than required by the settlement agree
ment. In parallel to those pilot efforts, the Department of State should develop uniform
procedures for risk-limiting audits based on the experience during pilots and the Work
Group’s report.

Replacing vulnerable voting equipment (DREs) should be Pennsylvania officials’ top
priority in working to secure the Commonwealth’s elections. Yet any effort to improve
election security in Pennsylvania would be incomplete without mandating robust,
post-election audits for every race. Risk-limiting audits are the ‘gold standard” of such
audits, and Pennsylvania should take steps to implement them without delay.
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RECOVERY ANO RESILIENCE

Overview
Yet cyber threats are The cyber threats to our election infrastructure have garnered significant attention
constantly evolving, in the press, in government, and among policy experts. That attention has laudably
making it all the more prompted officials to take action to prevent cyberattacks on our elections. But officials’
important for election efforts to contend with the fallout of an attack have received far less scrutiny. Such

contingency planning is central to building and maintaining a resilient election systemofficials to constantly
capable of recovering in the face of efforts to undermine our democracy—whetherscrutinize and assess through a direct attack on election systems or an indirect attack on the power grid orrelevant contingency some other piece of infrastructure with a nexus to voting.

planning for election
systems, including Election officials in the united States have a history of focusing on contingency
how to recover from planning. thereby providing a measure of strength in the American election system.

Indeed, the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committees investigation into Russian targetingtechnolog.cal attacks,
of election infrastructure during the 2016 election reviewed state and local electionmalfunctions, or errors, security planning and “concluded that U.S. election infrastructure is fundamentally
resilient.”64 Yet cyber threats are constantly evolving, making it all the more important
for election officials to constantly scrutinize and assess relevant contingency planning
for election systems, including how to recover from technological attacks, malfunc
tions, or errors.

Such planning could be the difference between a seamless recovery and a disruption
of voting in the event of cyberattack or other technological issue. According to Pam
Smith, past president of Verified Voting: “Well implemented emergency procedures can
make the difference between a jurisdiction that’s all over the news as an epic fail, or a
jurisdiction that had a few issues that were resolved, and everyone got to Vote.’”65 And
as the U.S. Election Assistance Commission has observed, “[the number of attempts
to infiltrate computer systems rises every day,” and in the event of such an attack,
“the greatest risk is to not have policies and plans to respond to the incident.”i Thus,
at its core, proper contingency planning will allow voters to exercise the franchise
on Election Day—and to have votes counted correctly—in the face of technological
attacks or failures. Proper planning and related communications should enhance
Pennsylvania voters’ confidence that their votes are being counted, even amidst an
attack, and that election administration is proceeding as described by election officials
in public communications.

Pennsylvania officials have demonstrated an appreciation of the importance of good
contingency planning to bolster resilience.

commonwealth and county election personnel took part in the Tabletop the Vote 2018
exercise” with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security in August 2018, billed as a
“first-of-its-kind national and local election cyber exercise.”’ as well as a state-led
tabletop exercise in September 2018.’” In addition, many sound contingency measures
are reflected in the Election Code, Department of State guidance, and election prac
tice: the existence of cyber incident response plans, adequate supplies of paper ballots
in polling places that use them, adequate supplies of emergency backup paper ballots
in places that use paperless machines, and e-pollbook paper backups, for example.
And the Commonwealth’s voter registration system has several measures in place to
ensure its recoverability and to bolster its resilience in the event of an attack or other
calamity. Nonetheless, officials could improve planning in certain areas. Given the
high price of restoring voter confidence once lost, these measures are commonsense
investments in democracy in Pennsylvania.
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I PENNSYLVANIA’S RELEVANT CONTINGENCY MEASURES

This section addresses key elements of Contingency planning that are central to the
resilience of Pennsylvania’s election systems: Cyber Incident Response Planning,
Voting Equipment, E-pollbooks, Voter Registration Systems, and Election-Night
Reporting Systems.iha

Cyber Incident Response Planning

In light of today’s cyber threats and the documented efforts by nation-state rivals
to target election systems, election officials must plan for and have ready a cyber

incident response plan. Such a plan documents “a predetermined
set of instructions or procedures to detect, respond to, and limit
consequences of a malicious cyberattack against an organization’s
information systems(s).iT3 Much like contingency planning for threats
to physical infrastructure, election officials “should understand critical
election system vulnerability points and create a detailed response plan
(both internal processes and communications) for any system compro
mise.tl A robust communications plan is a critical element of any good
plan and should be “intended to assist election officials in distributing
essential information in a timely manner and retaining public confidence
in the election administration system.”2

Given the sensitive nature of cyber incident response planning, election
officials in Pennsylvania (at the Department of State and in several
counties contacted by commission staff) declined to share specific
policy documents, pra-planned responses, communications plans,
or other information that would enable the commission to assess the
adequacy of the Commonwealth’s planning. Understandably, such
materials are not publicly available, lest adversaries (nation-state or
otherwise) gain valuable intelligence about how election officials might
respond to attacks.

Consequently, there is little to report on the planning in place within
the Department of State and Pennsylvania’s counties. However,
Department of State personnel provided some information about
Pennsylvania’s cyber incident response planning, including the
following:

• Planning is updated before each election, if not more frequently
as needed,

• Federal and local partners are regularly consulted for feedback,
which is integrated into planning.

• Best practices (such as those put forward by the Center for
Internet Security) are heeded in cyber incident planning.

• The Department of State has issued relevant guidance to
counties.

Communications planning (including responses to disinforma
tion campaigns) is part of the Commonwealth’s cyber incident
response planning.’”

Natural Disasters and
Other Emergencies

Loss of power, whether by cyberat
tack or natural disaster, such as a
seve,e sto-m or tornado. could also
disrupt or disable Electron Day voting
operatons. shLtt ng down po’Lng
places in Pennsylvania.

To guard against a loss of pcwer,
Bucks County. fo’ example,
provides muItire diesel and natura’
gas generators that could provide
power to polling places if necessary.
County administrative offices also
have uinterruptible pow& s’jpplies
to ensure conlinuity of operations.

Yet such preparations could be
overcome by disaster-level power
outages, weather conditions, or
wioescae cyoerattacks preventing
vcters from traveling to the pots.

As discussed later in this section, the
Election Code should provide clear
procedures and authority for sus
pending or extendng an election In
tr.e evens of an emergency c&’sec
by severe weather or otherwise,
including, for example, a cyberattack
against electric grids).
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Voting Equipment

Voting equipment—like any similar technology—can experience failures. Whether due
to a malicious attack, improper upkeep, or an unexpected malfunction, voting equip
ment is susceptible to a range of issues that could affect machine effectiveness and
voting on Election Day.

The most significant deficiency in Pennsylvania is the dominance of ORE systems
that have no paper record. As of November 2018, fifty of sixty-seven counties in
Pennsylvania were relying on paperless ORE systems, which lack resilience; even if an
attack or error could be detected, there is typically no way to recover from such events
with paperless systems. Similarly, DRE machines can be more likely to create voting
disruptions than paper-based systems. In the event of DRE breakdown or failure, “vot
ers may have to wait in long lines while election workers scramble to repair them.”4

Although the Commonwealth has taken laudable steps to replace
these paperless machines by the end of 2019, the machines remained
prevalent in Pennsylvania during the 2018 midterm election and could
still be in use in the 2020 election.

Paper-based voting systems, on the other hand, can be less affected by
machine malfunctions. For polling places using optical scan machines,
for example, “voters can fill out paper ballots even if machines are
not functioning, and the ballots can be ready after the scanners are
replaced or fixed.”3

Pennsylvania has several measures in place relevant to voting equip
ment issues.

In the event of a failure of “any electronic voting system or any compo
nent thereof” during voting, the Pennsylvania Election Code authorizes
the use of emergency backup paper ballots if the equipment cannot be
repaired or replaced)’6 According to a Department of State directive
interpreting this provision, emergency backup paper ballots “shall be
distributed immediately to eligible voters ... lilt 50% of electronic voting
machines in a precinct are inoperable.””

Emergency backup paper ballots are cast as regular ballots and shall
be deposited by the voter in a ballot box or other secure receptacle
designated by the board of elections for the deposit of completed
emergency back-up paper ballots, as required for paper ballots by
Section 1003(a) of the Election Code, 25 P.S. §2963(a).”8 The directive
required county election boards to supply an adequate amount of
emergency back-up paper ballots”; a subsequent directive advised that
the Department of State “believe[s] that providing to each election dis
trict a number of emergency paper ballots equal to 20% of the number
of registered electors in each district is a reasonable formula for
determining how many emergency paper ballots to make available on
location at each election district.””9

In addition to emergency paper ballots, the Department of State has
determined that county boards of elections may use “surplus, un-voted
absentee ballots; surplus, un-voted alternative ballots: ballots that

Primer on Ballot Types

Regular ballots: typical ballots cast
by eligible voters on Election Day;
voters cast paper ballots in polling
p aces using oaper balots or vote on
DRE machines where they are used.

Absentee ballots: paper ballots
cast before Election Day by eligible
vo:ers who wIl be absent from
the polling place on Elechon Day.
Absentee ballots are sent to county
boards of elections.

Emergency paper ballots: paoer
ballots provided to eligible voters
if ORE vctng machres fI during
voting on Election Day.

Provisional ballots: bafots
provisionally cast cy voters when,
for example, there is some qjesticr.
about their eligibility to vote that
must be resolved before counting
their ballots.

Alternative ballots: paper
ballots cast by eligible voters with
a disability or those older than 65
years whose polling places are not
accessbie they are cast before
Electon Day and sen: to county
boards of elections.
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the county board of elections has supplied to the district election board for use as
provisional ballots; or other paper ballots that are ‘either printed or written and of any
suitable form.”Thus, counties have a range of ballot options in the event that voting
machines fail and Cannot be restored (or replaced) for voting; however, officials should
avoid using provisional ballots as emergency paper ballots for eligible voters in light of
the confusion and added procedural hurdles associated with provisional ballots.

For polling places using paper ballot—based voting, the Election Code requires county
election boards to have ballots in excess of the total relevant registered voters in each
precinct.1” Counties must also “maintain a sufficient supply of such ballots at the office
of the county board for the use of absentee electors and for the use of any district,
the ballots for which may be lost, destroyed or stolen.”’ Having ballots sufficient for
100% of registered voters (or affiliated voters in the case of a primary election) should
prevent ballot shortages, particularly when turnout exceeds historical turnout in like
elections (as happened in the 2018 midterm elections),’” although this requirement
will undoubtedly lead to excess ballot preparation. The ability to print and deliver extra
ballots (as Philadelphia successfully did during the high-turnout 2012 general election)
is also a safeguard.

In another key requirement, Pennsylvania election officials must conduct logic and
accuracy testing on voting equipment before Election Daylaan important measure
to detect issues and reduce the likelihood of equipment issues during voting. Note,
however, that such pre-testing cannot by itself ensure correct equipment behavior
during the processing of actual ballots.

Poll workers are perhaps the most important on-the-ground personnel on Election
Day when it comes to executing elections and implementing contingency measures.
In that sense, poll workers are critical to maintaining continuity of operations in polling
places. Training such personnel, consequently, is imperative, and county of ticials must
prioritize robust training. The Department of State makes available on its website poll
worker training videos on a range of topics such as opening the polls, processing
voters, and closing the polls.’” In addition, the Department of State provides a training
video about assisting voters with disabilities.

The training videos are directed to generic election officials and are not tailored to
specific counties or the equipment in use in each county or polling place. Counties
also provide training for poll workers, often using county-specific materials.H However,
most counties do not have the legal authority to require poll workers to attend trainings.
something officials ought to consider implementing.

E-pollbooks

Several Pennsylvania counties use electronic pollbooks (e-pollbooks). E-pollbooks
are subject to a Department of State test protocol”’ and certification for use in
Pennsylvania.” That process includes “conformance to statutory requirements,
“review of system capabilities,” and “compliance with Commonwealth [information
technology) policies.”’°

The Department of State’s poll worker training videos address voter check-in using
paper pollbooks (but not epollbooks).’

According to the Department of State,t° counties using e-pollbooks have backup
paper pollbooks in polling places. This is an important requirement that provides the
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best alternative in the event of e-pollbook failure. Having backup paper polibooks at the
ready in polling places allows “poll workers to continue confirming eligibility of voters,
minimizetsi the potential for long lines, and may minimize[s] the need to issue provi
sional batlots.” For example, Durham County, North Carolina experienced e-pollbookEven when frct-I90 -failures in November 2016 and, as a result, voting delays as long as an hour and a halfdefenses are good, while po11 workers waited for paper pollbooks to arrive.’” Poll workers may also contact

contingency planning county officials to determine voter eligibility, if need be.
measures are necessary
to mitigate the harm of Yet even where backup paper pollbooks are available in polling places, it may not be

I • k
possible to determine voter eligibility to cast a regular ballot. For example, if c-poll-any success u aac
books fail during voting and poll workers are unable keep track of which voters have
voted throughout the day. backup paper pollbooks may not be sufficient to determine
whether someone had voted earlier on Election Day. In such situations, it may be
necessary for poll workers to issue provisional ballots to voters. Doing so ensures “indi
viduals can cast a ballot, while providing election officials additional time to determine
their eligibility.

The Department of State has issued procedures for provisional balloting,’ as well as
a Provisional Ballot Guidance Summary)’ Both Pennsylvania and federal law provide
for the right to cast a provisional ballot, and the procedures describe scenarios where
provisional voting is appropriate, as well as the process for provisional baIloting.’
The Department of State procedures recognize that an individual who claims to be
registered and eligible to vote in the polling place but does not appear on the general
register or whose eligibility is challenged by an election official has the right to cast a
provisional ballot”’

Voter Registration Systems

As discussed earlier in this report, Pennsylvania’s voter registration system is the
Statewide Uniform Registry of Electors (SURE). That system is not only critical to
processing and maintaining the list of eligible and registered Pennsylvania voters but
also instrumental in helping election officials prepare pollbooks of voters for use on
Election Day. For that reason, and others, a failure of the system in the lead-up to
Election Day could pose a range of problems, including loss of voter lookup tools, bad
data for pollbooks. and difficulty validating provisional ballots.

The Department of State employs many best practices20° in managing the SURE
system that should serve to reduce the likelihood of a successful attack on the system,
including the following:

• Access control so that only authorized personnel have access to the database

• Logging capabilities to track database modifications

• Intrusion-detection system and regular vulnerability assessments

• Required cybersecurity training for Commonwealth employees (with planned
requirements for local officials in Ihe future)X

Yet even when first-line defenses are good. contingency planning measures are
necessary to mitigate the harm of any successful attack or other technical failure, for
“[i]t is impossible to defend against every conceivable attack.”202 Pennsylvania has a
disaster recovery site for SURE servers and equipment that would allow recovery of
the system in the event of failure or loss of the primary site. The Commonwealth also
employs a pre-election blackout window for non-critical updates/patches to SURE and
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maintains offline backup copies of digital records, which could be used if online access
were limited. A best practice with respect to backups in the lead-up to an election
is to download an electronic copy of voter information on a daily basis and store it
securely so officials1 have the most recent information in case the voter registration
system becomes unavailable.’203 Pennsylvania also has a voter registration lookup
tool, accessible over the Internet,204 and regularly provides voters with election- and
registration-related information via the VotesPAcom website, social media channels,
and frequent press calls during voting. Counties likewise disseminate voting-related
information via the Internet and social media.

These are commendable practices that should provide layers of security so that SURE
will be able to recover from a disruptive event, but they do not obviate the need for
robust recovery planning.

Eleotion-Night Reporting Systems

As discussed above in the section addressing election management systems. pub
lic-facing election-night reporting websites can be susceptible to cyberattack.

For the transmission of unofficial results, Pennsylvania already employs a best practice
for its election-night reporting: Unofficial election-night returns transmitted through
the Department of State’s Election Night Returns application must be transmitted
via a county computer that is not connected directly to any of the components of the
voting system, including the computer on which the election management system -

resides. This important measure “can minimize the potential that a targeted attack on
the reporting system will have any lasting impact.” Moreover, the results displayed
on election-night reporting websites are unofficial—thus, even if an attacker were to
manipulate results on a public-facing website, the official results would not be affected,
Of course, such an attack could sow confusion and undermine confidence in the
election.

As discussed above, county and Commonwealth communications plans are the best
weapon to defeat efforts to undermine trust in the vote. Such plans should include con
tacting social media company liaisons and/or law enforcement to report disinformation
campaigns. Pennsylvania officials should also have in place a sound contingency plan
for recovering from a spoofed website or ODoS attack or alteration of the reported
results on the Department of State election-night reporting website.

HOW CAN PENNSYLVANIA IMPROVE CONTINGENCY PLANNING?

The threat of cyberattacks on election infrastructure is substantial and likely to
increase in the short term. This reality makes contingency planning to mitigate the
consequences of such an attack or other technological failure all the more important.
The next page offers recommendations for officials to bolster such planning in the
Commonwealth to ensure that a successful election can occur even in the face of
a cyberattack.
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Recommendation 8: Given the limitations on what officials shared with the commission, there is limited
Implement Best visibility into the substance of existing cyber incident response planning. Nonetheless,
Practices throughout the commission presents some resources with best practices that those charged with
Pennsylvania’s Cyber Pennsylvania’s election cyber incident response planning ought to consider.
Incident Response
Planning. Review and, where not already in place, incorporate cybersecurity best practices

into Pennsylvania’s cyber incident response plans.

As noted above, the commission was unable to meaningfully assess the substance of
Pennsylvania’s cyber incident response planning. Understandably citing the sensitive
nature of those plans, Pennsylvania officials declined to share details and documents
with the commission. Nonetheless, Pennsylvania officials—at the county and state
levels—should consider and, where not already in place, implement best practices for
planning. To thai end, several excellent resources are available.

The U.S. Election Assistance Commission published Cyber incident Response Best
Practices, which the Commission developed in collaboration “with election officials
and other partners to provide best practices on topics ol interest to the election
community.” The document includes an “Incident Handling Checklist,” with steps
devoted to detection and analysis; containment, eradication, and recovery; and
post-incident activity.’

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security provided election officials with another
useful resource: incident Handling Overview for Election Offlcials5 The document
provides contact information for the National Cybersecurity and Communications
Integration Center, which can provide cyber incident response services through its
Incident Response Team, as well as a checklist for seeking such assistance.

Harvard’s Belfer Center published a more detailed resource, The Election incident
Communications Plan Template, which “is primarily intended for use by state and local
election officials as a basis for developing their own communications response plans,
which include best practices for use in an election cyber incident.”’’ The template is
customizable for a jurisdiction’s unique needs and, thus, can be tailored to specific
county or state requirements—and it pays substantial attention to the communications
aspects of cyber incident response planning, something that would be vital to manag
ing the fallout of a cyber incident on Election Day. Officials can also use the document
in conjunction with the Belfer Center’s The Election Cyber Incident Communications
Coordination Guide, a resource designed “to coordinate multiple voices (and multiple
facts) in an election cyber incident that crosses traditional jurisdictions.”

Such communications planning in Pennsylvania must include planned response to
one type of threat in particular: disinformation campaigns. Such a campaign might
include the deployment of bots or coordinated accounts on social media to spread
false information about where to vote, voting hours, and the like. Relevant officials need
to be ready to contact social media companies to alert them to such a campaign, have
a reliable and widely known set of social media accounts to rebut disinformation, and
use traditional communications means to assure the public that voting has not been
disrupted.

All Pennsylvania counties should join the El-ISAC (Elections Infrastructure
Information Sharing and Analysis Center).

Along those lines, information sharing is a key element of ensuring that the right people
have the right information about threats affecting our elections. Yet, as of January 4,
2019, only five Pennsylvania counties were members of the El-ISAC (along with the
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Department of State)2”. The El-ISAC is a critical cybersecurity resource that assists
with cyber incident responses, real-time cybersecurity advisories and alerts, and
more. Perhaps most importantly, the El-ISAC includes information sharing through the
Homeland Security Information Network portal. The El-ISAC also provides a “Cyber
Incident Checklist” to help officials navigate their handling of an incident. These are
no-cost resources that every county in Pennsylvania should be using.

The federal government, including the Department of Homeland Security, should
continue to build upon existing efforts to quickly and efficiently share cyber threat
information with local and state election officials. Sharing information through the
El-ISAC and working to provide security clearances to election officials are good
examples of how to keep election officials informed of relevant threats.

The Pennsylvania Auditor General’s audit and the Commonwealth’s Inter-Agency
Election Preparedness and Security Workgroup should examine cyber incident
response plans.

In addition, two efforts already underway in Pennsylvania present an opportunity
for review of cyber incident response planning. First, the scope of the Pennsylvania
Auditor General’s audit of Pennsylvania’s voter registration systems and voting systems
should encompass cyber incident response planning. Second, and relatedly, the
Commonwealth’s Inter-Agency Election Preparedness and Security Workgroup should
examine cyber incident response plans as part of its work to “further strengthen
election security protections” in the Commonwealth.2’ Commonwealth officials are
conducting both efforts, and, consequently. it should not be problematic to share
sensitive information about cyber incident response plans with those officials.

The General Assembly should provide funding support to counties to bolster
election-related contingency planning measures as part of a broader appropria
tion to support improving election security across the Commonwealth.

The commission urges the General Assembty to provide funding support to counties
to facilitate improved contingency planning. Legislators should include this funding
together with a broader appropriation to support improved election security in
Pennsylvania.

Recommendation 9: Pennsylvania’s laws do not explicitly address an emergency situation disrupting the
Revise the Election execution of an election. As the Commonwealth Court observed in 1967, “neither the
Code to Address Pennsylvania Constitution nor the Election Code ... expressly provides any procedure
Suspension or to follow when a natural disaster creates an emergency situation that interferes with
Extension of Elections an election.”4
Due to an Emergency.

That court dealt with the question of whether a Court of Common Pleas had the
authority to suspend an election due to an emergency (flooding, specifically). Although
the court recognized the absence of any clear statutory authority, the court nonethe
less found that:

mhe language of 25 RS. § 3046 implicitly grants the court authority to sus
pend voting when there is a natural disaster or emergency such as that which
confronted voters in Washington County on the election date here involved. To
permit an election be conducted where members of the electorate could be
deprived of their opportunity to participate because of circumstances beyond their
control, such as a natural disaster, would be inconsistent with the purpose of the
election laws)”
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The Election Coda should provide clear authority for the suspension or
extension of elections due to a wide-scale cyber-related attack, natural disaster,
or other emergency that disrupts voting. The Election Code should include
straightforward procedures governing the declaration of an emergency and
the suspension or extension of voting.

Notwithstanding this judicial decision, Pennsylvania officials would be wise to seek
a revision of the Election Code to memorialize the authority to suspend or extend
elections, the grounds for doing so, and the procedures to be followed in such a case.

In considering such a revision, the commission urges close collaboration among the
Governor, the Department of State, the General Assembly, local election officials, and
other stakeholders. A recent article in the Emory Law Journal surveyed other states’
election emergency laws and proposed a framework that could be useful to drafters
of a revision to the Election Code.”° The proposed framework seeks ‘to provide clear
guidance and necessary authorizations for election officials, protect voters’ ability
to participate in elections, and preserve the integrity of the electoral process when
circumstances become particularly challenging””—all interests that Pennsylvania
officials should seek to serve in revising the Election Code.

The National Association of Secretaries of State’s Report of the Task Force on
Emergency Preparedness for Elections includes effective state strategies and
practices—and presents results from surveys regarding approaches across the coun
try—and may also be helpful to officials considering revision of the Election Code.2a
The revision should consider wide-scale cyber-related attacks, natural disasters, and
other emergencies that could prevent the proper administration of elections. Moreover,
the procedures should establish clear lines of authority for suspending a vote and erect
safeguards to eliminate the possibility of partisan abuse of the procedure.

Recommendation 10: Ensure that emergency paper ballots sufficient for two to three hours of peak
Bolster Measures voting are available in every polling place using DRE machines.
Designed to Address
Voting Equipment— Paperless DRE voting systems are, by definition, not resilient. Machine breakdown or
Related Issues So failure on Election Day may be ameliorated by a backup method of voting, but a hack-
Voting Can Continue ing event or programming error, even if it could be detected, would likely require an
Even In the Event of election ‘do-over.” Thus, the commission’s primary recommendation of replacing DRE
Equipment Failure, voting systems with resilient electronic voting systems that incorporate voter-marked

paper ballots is of far greater urgency,

In any event, even regularly and properly maintained and updated equipment is
susceptible to Election Day failures. And, of course, a malicious attack could impact
equipment availability and readiness. Voting equipment failures can lead to voting
disruptions and delays and, without adequate planning, could disenfranchise voters.
Fortunately, as described above, Pennsylvania already follows many best practices
related to voting equipment contingency planning. Yet officials should consider
additional measures, particularly in light of the substantial vulnerabilities associated
with DRE voting systems.

As described above, the Election Code as well as Department of State guidance con
template the use of emergency paper ballots in the event of DRE machine failure. That
guidance recommends that counties provide each election district with “emergency
paper ballots equal to 20% of the number of registered electors in each district.”’

The commission instead recommends that the Department of State amend its
emergency paper ballot guidance to adopt a ‘2-3 hours of peak voting’ measure to
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determine how many ballots each polling place should have on hand. According to the
Brennan Center report that recommends this metric, this allows local officials to tailor
the supply more precisely based on expected voting and turnout and other factors for
each election cycle. Although ballots sufficient for 20% of registered voters may very
well be enough to cover two to three hours of peak voting (depending on the type of
election, expected turnout, and the like). “printing enough [emergency papel ballots for
two to three hours of peak voting activity allows voting to continue until paperless DRE
equipment can be repaired or replaced, or until additional emergency paper ballots
can be delivered.”2 In non-presidential elections, there could also be a meaningful
cost savings with the newer metric of “2-3 hours of peak voting.” For example, turnout
in Pennsylvania in the 2014 and 2010 midterm elections was roughly 36% and 41%,
respectively.’’ Primary elections typically see even lower turnout—below 20% in
non-presidential primary elections in recent years.2r

Update poll worker training to address procedures for voting equipment failures.

Poll worker training materials should provide clear guidance about voting equipment
failure procedures—including what to do if a failure occurs during voting or before
voting commences on Election Day. Such training “should ensure that poll workers
understand the process for counting ballots, including potential hand counting ballots,
if an equipment failure cannot be resolved before voting ends.”13 Armed with that
training, poll workers should thus be able to educate voters about how their ballots will
be cast and counted if the usual equipment is out of service. And, of course, county
officials must demand poll workers’ attendance at training and competency in the
covered material.

Ensure that procedures are in place to ensure that voters with disabilities will be
able to vote in the event of accessible voting equipment failures.

Training should also cover topics specific to accessible voting equipment, tailored
to specific equipment used in the county. Similarly, counties should ensure there are
procedures in place to assist voters with disabilities and back up accessible voting
equipment if accessible voting machines fail. Another option would be to provide
each polling place with accessible tablets and printers for use in the event of equip
ment failure.224

Recommendation 11: Ensure that provisional ballot materials sufficient for two to three hours of peak
enhance Measures voting are available in every polling place using e-pollbooks.
Designed tD Address
E-pollbook-Related Although Pennsylvania provides for provisional balloting—including when a voter’s
Issues So Voting Can eligibility is called into question (such as during an e-pollbook failure)—there is no
Continue Even in the specific requirement under Pennsylvania law governing the quantity of provisional
Event of Equipment ballot supplies that must be available in each polling place. Nicholas Weaver (a com
Failure. puter science researcher at the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley,

California) recommends that “every polling place ... should have enough provisional
ballots for at least 20 percent of the expected turnout7Th whereas the Brennan Center
suggests that ‘sufficient provisional ballots to account for two to three hours of peak
voting activity will allow voting to continue in the event of system faiIures.

Because the “two to three hours of peak voting activity” metric will give local election
officials more flexibility to tailor requirements to their specific polling places, the
commission recommends that the Department of State incorporate this measure
into guidance and procedures. In jurisdictions that use materials for both provisional
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balloting and other purposes (e.g., emergency paper ballots), officials should consider
using dedicated provisional balloting materials with an adequate supply to accommo
date two to three hours of peak voting.

Although there is no Update poll worker training to address procedures tor e-pollbook failures.
guarantee that every
possible cyber threat or Poll worker training materials should educate poll workers about what to do in the
+ I ,

event of e-pollbook failures. To be most effective, such training should describe whenLed, no ogica mis
to switch to a paper backup pollbook and how to determine whether to use regular orcan be prevented, provisional ballots. As noted above, county officials must mandate training attendanceelection officials should and ensure poll worker competency.

take the necessary steps
to ensure Pennsylvania’s Counties using e-pollbooks should review and, where appropriate, implement
elections wit be resilient cybersecuñty best practices for e-pollbooks.

and able to recover in Counties using e-pollbooks should review and, where not already in place, implement
the face of the most cybersecurity best practices regarding e-pollbooks. This is especially critical for
likely threats, e-pollbooks that utilize wireless connectivity, as some e-pollbooks in Pennsylvania

do—something that should be abandoned given the increased security risks. In
addition to other best practices outlined in this report, counties should consider the
following measures:

• Where wireless connectivity is used, implement proper security protocols, such
as encrypted communications between e-pollbooks; strong, frequently changed
passwords; and strict Election Day chain-of-custody Controls.

• Confirm that e-pollbook operating system updates and software patches are
received before Election Day.22’

According to the Department of State, counties using e-pollbooks have backup paper
pollbooks at the ready. But, as noted above, if e-pollbooks fail during voting, it may
not be possible to determine whether a voter had already voted on Election Day. To
address this issue, the Department of State should consider requiring e-polIbook
vendors to provide devices capable of printing lists of voters who have already voted
in polling places in the event that a device issue prevents voter check-in; this could
reduce the need to issue provisional ballots. Given the high rejection rate of provisional
ballots (approximately 35% in Pennsylvania according to the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission’s 2016 report to congress),2u avoiding the use of provisional ballots can
increase the likelihood that ballots cast by eligible voters will be counted.

Many of the other issues and recommendations in this report—e.g., replacement of
insecure DRE voting systems, incorporation of cybersecurity best practices, and
robust post-election audits—will do much to help prevent and detect cyberattacks
against Pennsylvania’s elections.

Vet no defense would be complete without adequate contingency planning. Such
planning can help jurisdictions respond and recover from cyberattacks or technological
issues affecting elections. Although there is no guarantee that every possible cyber
threat or technological mishap can be prevented, election officials should take the
necessary steps to ensure Pennsylvania’s elections will be resilient and able to recover
in the face of the most likely threats.
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ConcLision
4 The threats and challenges facing Pennsylvania’s elections are substantial.

Yet so are the stakes for democracy.

* , Although there is no perfect set of solutions that would protect against every
conceivable cyber-related threat, the commission has identified measures that

I I! would provide robust defenses, means of recovery, and contingencies if need

flffj be. These recommendations would also serve to bolster Pennsylvanians’ faith
and confidence in the integrity of elections—something that would not be easily
regained once lost.

F r 1’ F The commission therefore urges Pennsylvania officials to heed calls to protect
the Commonwealth’s elections, something that can be accomplished only through
shared commitment and collaboration at the national, state, and local levels.

r The voters deserve nothing less.
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FPEOUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Was Pennsylvania’s There is no publicly available evidence that hackers gained access to Pennsylvania’s
voter registration voter registration system. nor is there any publicly available evidence that rules out the
system hacked during possibility. U.S. authorities detected efforts by nation-state actors to target several
the 2016 elections? states’ voter registration systems (including Pennsylvania’s) during the 2016 elections.

U.S. elections are Yes, it is an important method of protection. It would be nearly impossible to directly
decentralized—isn’t attack the entire U.S. voting infrastructure at once. However, it would be easy to target
that a method of the weakest link in a swing state’s counties, to name just one example.
protection?

Furthermore, some election functions are relatively centralized. For example, most
voting technology is made and maintained by only a few vendors. Attackers could
target one of those companies.

In other words, decentralization may be a deterrent, but it is no defense.

The voting machines Precinct-level devices are not connected to the Internet—or certainly should not be.
and tabulation devices Maintaining an air-gap is an important security measure. However, even air-gapped
are not connected devices may interact with computers or devices that are or were connected to the
to the Internet at my Internet via removable media, for example, during the loading of ballot definition files
precinct—how could (ballot building) and voting tabulation (tallying) phases through removable media.
someone hack them? Adopting electronic voting systems that incorporate voter-marked paper ballots that

are retained for recounts and audits is a critical component of a multilayered approach
to cybersecurity of voting systems.

If electronic voting Yes, Pennsylvania counties using electronic voting machines must have on hand
machines fail at my backup emergency paper ballots. If such voting machines cannot be repaired or
polling place, will I still replaced, eligible voters will be able to cast paper ballots.
be able to vote?

Could a cyber- Although it is impossible to predict with certainty the consequences of every possible
attack shut down cyberattack. election officials in Pennsylvania have many plans and measures in place
Pennsylvania’s that are aimed to mitigate the consequences of cyberattacks or other technological
elections? issues affecting elections. Such contingency measures—including cyber incident

response planning and backup voting supplies and equipment—are important steps
that can give Pennsylvania voters confidence in the resilience of elections in the
Commonwealth.

Why can’t I vote on my Nearly every expert who studies election security agrees that Internet voting is too
computer or through vulnerable to hacking to be trusted. Hackers could target the computer, phone, tablet,
an app on my phone? or device on which a person was “casting’ a vote; the wi-fi network on which the

person was voting; or even the data in transmission. Even newer online voting products
utilizing “blockchain” technology cannot address these (and other) security vulnerabil
ities and may introduce even more security weaknesses. And, of course, such online
voting would present hurdles to voting for those who do not have access to reliable
Internet connectivity or Internet-capable devices.
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